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ABSTRACT 

In this thesis, the staple food of Mesoamerica features in a pair of comparison studies 

each containing two representations, one from colonial Mexico and another from the 

contemporary Southwest US. The association of the tortilla with indigeneity in these four 

representations signifies a sense of belonging and continuity for some, an inferior 

difference for others, and, for one artist, the burden of her ethnicity. In the Codex 

Mendoza of the sixteenth century and the collage Citlali: Hechando Tortillas y Cortando 

Nopales en Outer Space by Debora Kuetzpal Vasquez, the practice of making tortillas 

consecrates space as home for the image makers, who confront the potential loss of their 

culture to the emerging or ongoing forces of colonialism. While the codex blends 

Amerindian and European discursive modes to present a civilized Mexica society in the 

eyes of their colonizers, Vasquez selectively cites Indigenous tradition to express her 

Xicanx feminism and concern for the health of her community. The eighteenth-century 

casta painting, Indios Otomies que van a la feria by Juan Rodríguez Juárez, and the 1992 

performance of Indigurrito by Nao Bustamante both conflate the tortilla with indigeneity, 

but to opposite ends. In Indios Otomies, the tortilla is a marker of los indios, whose 

subjugation and assimilation as workers sustained New Spain’s imperial economy. 

Through live performance and the consumption of a tortilla wrap, Indigurrito activates 

stereotypes to expose colonial desire in institutionalized multicultural initiatives. Since 

the implication of the tortilla’s Mesoamerican history depends on each artist’s 

relationship to coloniality, this study formulates a response to the question: Can cultural 

practices help to decolonize, and if so, what constitutes a decolonial aesthetics? If culture 

constructs a way of seeing that serves colonialist desire, cultural workers can contribute 
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to the project of decolonization. The criteria of a decolonial project include the 

contributors’ acknowledgement of settler status and a tangible correlation to current 

Indigenous movements and a recuperation of land, life, and culture. 
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Introduction 

 

Personal and familial narratives recollect the preparing and sharing of meals. 

Popular and national histories boast traditions of culinary distinction. Among modes of 

continuity, cuisine is unique in its multisensory and emotionally-layered appeal to 

memory. Food provides an immediate road back, and its preparation and consumption 

demonstrate cultural heritage is not fixed; it thrives on our continuing engagement. In 

Sweetness and Power, a history of the sugar trade, Sidney Mintz observes: “The 

congruence of dietary patterns and their societies reveals the way cultural forms are 

maintained by the ongoing activity of those who ‘carry’ such forms, whose behavior 

actualizes them.”1 Since no food is more endowed with meaning by human use than a 

culture’s main staple, what can be learned from a visual study of the tortilla? This thesis 

examines representations of this thin, circular flatbread in a sample of art spanning 470 

years to reveal how cultural, political, and economic pressures have altered its 

interpretation. I analyze appearances of tortillas in work by two contemporary Mexican-

American artists from the Southwest United States and place them in dialogue with 

imagery from colonial Mexico. All four selected works center this food product in social 

exchanges that deal, more or less directly, with the power imbalances of colonialism.  

The idea for this topic occurred to me at the annual College Art Association 

meeting in 2019, when I heard a presentation on Caribbean artists’ using sugar as a 

medium to rethink the pain of the imperial past, and wondered whether a culinary theme 

 
1 Sidney Wilfred Mintz, Sweetness and Power: The Place of Sugar in Modern History (New York: 
Penguin, 1986), 13. 
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might focus my research of Chicanx art.2 This project is also motivated by my 

experiences as a traveler and a curious diner, which have afforded me embodied, material 

understandings of cultural, historical, and geopolitical complexity. I value food as an 

index of the multiethnic, international networks that form US society and of the different 

groups whose contributions refute exclusionist rhetoric and myths of cultural 

homogeneity. My specific interest in Mexican cooking stems from being a lifetime 

consumer of borderlands culture. I was raised in Florida and have spent the last decade in 

Texas, states distinguished by their Spanish colonial history and demographic ties to 

Latin America. Many of my interactions with Latino/a/x communities begin with food, 

through enjoyment of their culinary traditions, which is a pleasurable preserve of cultural 

heritage, but also a source of stereotypes and antagonism, especially when acts of co-

opting and gentrifying embrace the cuisine but not the people.3 

 

The Consolidation Of Food, Art, And Power In Mexican History 

When I started this project, the question pressing me was: what could the humble 

tortilla reveal about the art of Mexico and the Southwest US? Now, I doubt the 

productivity of this culinary motif could be overstated. I am also convinced of the 

relevance of food history to visual studies. As crisply stated by the anthropologist Arjun 

Appadurai, food is “a highly condensed social fact.”4 A relatively new, but generative 

field, food studies historicizes our sense of taste to reexamine the development of human 

 
2 See Lesley Wolff and Michael D. Carrasco, “Authentic Sweetness: Temporalities of Caribbean 
Consumption,” paper presented at the 2019 CAA Annual Conference, New York, NY, February 2019. 
3 See Amy Hanser and Zachary Hyde, “Foodies Remaking Cities,” Contexts 13, no. 3 (August 1, 2014): 
44–49, https://doi.org/10.1177/1536504214545760. 
4 Arjun Appadurai, “Gastro-Politics in Hindu South Asia,” American Ethnologist 8, no. 3 (1981): 494. 
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relations. The methods of this discipline submit past and present societies to an awareness 

of the threads connecting everyday acts of consumption to historical outcomes. 

Preferences of taste, for example, have been a determinant of human geography, a trend 

evident in colonial Mexico where European desire for wheat and meat set patterns of 

settlement.5 The impracticalities and steep investments of introducing Spanish agriculture 

in a region with existing abundance prove an assertion of the social scientist Claude 

Fischler, who contends human diets have little to do with basic need; we eat what we do 

for psychological, social, and even cosmological reasons.6 Colonists imposed their 

foodways onto the New World because they were motivated by religion, culture, status, 

and their beliefs about health.7 To facilitate this process, the Spanish mission system, a 

primarily farming-based operation, offered food to local laborers in exchange for their 

conversion as subjects of the cross and crown.8  

Reproducing a paradigm upheld by scholars in multiple fields, Fischler affirms 

that food is a crucial part of our identity, and Appadurai describes it as “a marvelously 

plastic kind of collective representation.”9 Staples like tortillas and bread, and grains like 

maize and wheat, figure prominently in the ways people have defined themselves and 

others. The food historian Sophie D. Coe attributes the rise of Mesoamerican civilizations 

to maize cultivation and nixtamalization, a process that softens the kernels and makes 

 
5 John C. Super, Food, Conquest, and Colonization in Sixteenth-Century Spanish America (Albuquerque, 
NM: University of New Mexico Press, 1988), 32. 
6 Claude Fischler. “Food, Self and Identity.” Social Science Information 27 (1988): 275–93.  
7 Rachel Laudan and Jeffrey M. Pilcher, “Chiles, Chocolate, and Race in New Spain: Glancing Backward 
to Spain or Looking Forward to Mexico?,” Eighteenth-Century Life 23, no. 2 (1999): 
8 Jeffrey M. Pilcher, Planet Taco: A Global History of Mexican Food (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 
2012), 57. 
9 Fischler, “Food, Self and Identity,” 275–93; Appadurai, “Gastro-Politics,” 494. 
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them more nutritious before they are ground to make tortillas.10 The Mexica believed 

humans are made from the dough of white maize, and their pantheon included a god and 

goddess of maize, Chicomecōātl and Centeōtl.11 The ceremonial use of this grain and 

other crops points to a sacred status in the Mexica religion. Culinary themes appear in 

creation myths, tales of cosmic flux, narratives of deities shapeshifting into food, and 

rituals related to agricultural fertility.12 According to Fischler, dietary choices assert 

difference as much as commonality, expressing “who we are not” as much as “who we 

are”.13 When Moctezuma II heard of the appearance of strange beings on the eastern 

coast, his response was to determine whether the Spanish conquistadors were mortal like 

the Mexica or divine by what they ate from a selection of foods: items like tortillas, fruit, 

and turkey, or human blood, the diet of the gods.14  

We are inclined to think our foods have inherent meaning, but as Mintz explains, 

they exist in “webs of signification” tied to the historical conditions that bequeathed us 

 
10 Sophie D. Coe, America’s First Cuisines (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 1994), 14. 
Nixtamalization involves soaking maize kernels in an alkaline solution of ash or slaked lime to make them 
more digestible and rich in protein. Coe explains at all levels of Mexica society, maize-based products, 
particularly tortillas, were the cornerstone of nearly every meal and often the sole sustenance in a culture 
with austere dietary habits (108). However, the Mexica did not suffer from a lack of variety due to their 
maize dependence: they had the culinary skills to produce other products from this crop (113, 114). Due to 
the Columbian exchange, Amerindian accomplishments in plant and animal domestication went on to make 
an inestimable contribution to world cuisine, although as the farming of maize spread to other parts of the 
globe, nixtamalization was not shared outside of Mexico due to European oversight (14–15). In my first 
chapter, I describe tortilla-making in a visual description of a scene in the Codex Mendoza from the 
sixteenth century, and in the second chapter, I discuss the late colonial emergence of the wheat tortilla. 
11 Ibid., 88. I refer to many sources that use the term Aztec to describe the nomadic people who founded 
Tenochtitlan in 1325 and subsequently rose to dominance in the Valley of Mexico before succumbing to 
the invasion of the Spanish conquistadors led by Hernán Cortés in 1521. Throughout this paper, I opt to use 
the term Mexica instead, since the members of this Nahuatl-speaking group referred to themselves as such. 
On this matter, I take my cue from Camilla Townsend’s note on terminology on page xi of her book Fifth 
Sun: A New History of the Aztecs (New York: Oxford University Press, 2019). 
12 Elizabeth Morán. Sacred Consumption: Food and Ritual in Aztec Art and Culture. Austin, Texas: 
University of Texas Press, 2016, 4. 
13 Fischler, “Food, Self and Identity,” 275–93. 
14 Coe, America’s First Cuisines, 69. 
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their significance.15 Mintz reminds us symbolic load is multilaterally created and shared. 

Meaning depends on the interpreter. For instance, the representations chosen for this 

study all use the tortilla to invoke Indigenous culture; however, the artists recall its 

Mesoamerican origins to various ends, which include: securing or restoring historical 

continuity; constructing, perpetuating, modifying, or contesting social categories; 

fostering a sense of heritage; and unshouldering the burden of representing one’s 

ethnicity.  

A cause and an effect of studying food is its politicization. No longer neutral, our 

methods of physical sustenance are recognized for what they are: ideological 

frameworks. Increasing scrutiny has disabused us of notions that our daily acts of 

consumption are just a reflexive pleasure.16 Any innocence still clinging to dietary choice 

is dispelled when the historian Katharina Vester writes, “Food discourses are not only 

normative but also exclusive, and, as they accompany the quotidian practices of eating 

and cooking, often seem innocuous and are invisible in their violence, but they are 

effective and enduring.”17 Mintz agrees that normalcy is a function of exclusion. 

According to his thesis, a symbol in “a homogenous web,” readily recognized, its 

resonance congealed, serves interests.18 To decode an artifact or a practice without 

hesitation, to presume the naturalness of a cultural form, to consider its qualities essential 

in terms of what the symbol confers to the communities with whom custom has 

connected it, is, as Mintz surmises, “perhaps the point where meaning and power touch 

 
15 Mintz, Sweetness and Power, 158. 
16 See page 3 of the introduction to Katharina Vester’s book, A Taste of Power: Food and American 
Identities (Oakland, CA: University of California Press, 2015). 
17 Ibid., 4. 
18 Mintz, Sweetness and Power, 158. 
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most clearly.”19 Claims to a unilateral authenticity, in other words, obfuscate certain 

subjectivities. 

Food and visual art each play roles in nation-building. Since the formation of the 

Mexican state in 1821, the effort to shape a national identity has traced a line of 

continuity from the pre-Hispanic past to a current moment of political legitimacy and 

cohesion. The historian Sarah Bak-Gellar Corona explains that an enduring element of 

this historiographical consensus-building has affirmed the tenacity of a national cuisine 

dating to the zenith of Mexica society and supposedly blending harmoniously with 

Iberian cookery.20 Chroniclers have insisted on the Mexica origins of Mexican 

gastronomical standards, especially maize-based items like tortillas, to foster “culinary 

nationalism” as part of the project of mestizaje—a function of political solidarity and a 

nationalist ideology that subsumes the Indigenous under the mestizo social category, 

defined by mixed European and Amerindian lineage.21 For their own part, the Mexica 

and other Chichimeca tribes considered food a measure of their “distinction and 

domination,” explains Bak-Gellar Corona, who argues the pre-Hispanic competition 

among these societies carved a complex and varying culinary terrain at odds with “the 

nationalist epic of Mexican cuisine.”22 

One expression of the consolidation of power, cuisine, and art is a mural cycle by 

Diego Rivera at the Palacio Nacional in Mexico City. Along a corridor leading to his 

magnum opus, The History of Mexico, Rivera rendered scenes of Mesoamerican life. One 

 
19 Ibid. 
20 Sarah Bak-Geller Corona, “Culinary Myths of the Mexican Nation.” In Cooking Cultures: Convergent 
Histories of Food and Feeling, edited by Ishita Banerjee-Dube, 225–46. New York: Cambridge University 
Press, 2016, 228. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid., 236.  
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of the frescoes, Maize (Huastec Culture) (1950; Fig. 1), depicts Chicomecōātl overseeing 

the farming and conversion of her crop into tortillas and other products. Throughout the 

accompanying panels on the north wall, pre-Hispanic culinary practices help craft a story 

of inevitable progression culminating in the birth of the modern nation-state illustrated 

with breathtaking grandeur at the end of the corridor. Since cuisine is a means by which 

the social elite instill national values in the citizenry, the cultural anthropologist Nir 

Avieli considers food a form of public art.23 In Avieli’s exposition of this statement, he 

offers a plausible analysis of Rivera’s representing ancient American foodways for the 

state: “Culinary preferences reinterpret nostalgic pasts by modernizing traditional dishes 

and aligning them with current elite sociopolitical positions, which, after being polished, 

are disseminated to the masses.”24 Iconography and cuisine vouch for majorities and 

counterpublics alike, underwriting their sovereignty with history, culture, and tradition. 

 

 
23 Nir Avieli, Food and Power: A Culinary Ethnography of Israel (Oakland, CA: University of California 
Press, 2017), 11. 
24 Ibid. 
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Figure 1. Diego Rivera, Maize (Huasteca Culture). 1950. Fresco on stretcher. Palacio Nacional 
in Mexico City. 4.92 x 2.24 m. 

 
 

Mexico City As The Production Site Of Cultural Nationalism 

In the first chapter of this thesis, I compare two illustrations of tortilla-making 

produced four and a half centuries apart. The Codex Mendoza, a sixteenth-century 

manuscript about the Mexica, and the collage Citlali: Hechando Tortillas y Cortando 

Nopales en Outer Space (Citlali: Making Tortillas and Cutting Nopales in Outer Space; 

2005) by Debora Kuetzpal Vasquez each contain narratives in which one of two women 

busy with culinary work prepares Mexico’s staple food. In the second chapter, I compare 

two instances of tortilla consumption more than two and a half centuries apart. My 

analysis begins with the oil painting Indios Otomies que van a la feria (Otomí Indians on 
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the Way to the Fair; ca. 1725), a casta portrait by Juan Rodríguez Juárez in which an 

Indigenous child snacks on a tortilla as he travels with his parents to market. The last half 

of this chapter leaps to California in 1992 when Nao Bustamante performed Indigurrito, a 

solo act involving audience interaction with a tortilla wrap, or burrito. I limit my 

examples of colonial art to imagery from Mexico City, where Mexica scribes produced 

the Codex Mendoza and Rodríguez Juárez painted his casta series. I realize that these 

selections perpetuate the elisions of mestizaje uncovered by scholars like Bak-Gellar 

Corona, but my choice of contemporary art demands a return to the production site of 

national Mexican identity, or Mexicanismo.  

Before events in the early half of the twentieth century extended the range of its 

influence, Mexico City, the oldest capital in the Americas with the largest urban 

population in North America, had already long been a cultural center since its governance 

by the Mexica. Due to a northward diaspora forced by the Mexican Revolution (1910–

1920), followed by a radiating outward of post-revolutionary ideology and the aesthetic 

achievements of Rivera and his peers, Mexico City’s export of national culture recharged 

the transamerican exchanges that had surged in the 1800s with the outcomes of the US 

Mexican War.25 In the mid-twentieth century, the refugees who had fled the revolution to 

settle in the Southwest US and their children—now Mexican Americans, or Chicanos, the 

parent generation of Vasquez (b. 1960) and Bustamante (b. 1969)—began organizing to 

advocate for their civil rights and socioeconomic representation.26 To distinguish 

 
25 Emma Pérez, The Decolonial Imaginary: Writing Chicanas into History (Bloomington, IN: Indiana 
University Press, 1999), xviii. 
26 The name of the Chicano Movement possibly derives from how Nahuatl speakers pronounce 
“Mexicano,” but Chicano drops the first syllable and replaces the soft shi with a hard chi. See Edward R. 
Simmen and Richard F. Bauerle, “Chicano: Origin and Meaning,” American Speech 44, no. 3 (1969), 225. 
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themselves from white US society, Chicanos adopted the ethnonationalism emanating 

from Mexico City, and later iterations of Chicanismo have retained elements of this 

identity.27 In its appropriation of Mesoamerica, the Chicano Movement followed 

Mexico’s example by favoring the Mexica over other cultures. Every nation needs an 

origin story. To justify its right to self-determination, first after independence from Spain 

(1821) and again after its revolution, Mexico had to conceive itself and did so in the 

Mesoamerican past, the final chapter in particular: the Mexica of Tenochtitlan. The 

historicization of Mexico and its modern cultural rebirth was the blueprint for 

constructing the Chicano nation in the United States. Chicanos located their pre-

Columbian origins in Aztlán, the home of the Mexica somewhere in northern Mexico or 

the Southwest US before their southeastern migration.  

Every history needs sources, documents following the standards of Western 

scholarly literature. The impulse to tell Mexico’s story secured the foundational status of 

early colonial manuscripts like the Codex Mendoza, which are framed as sourcebooks of 

pre-Hispanic life, though they are Hispanicized depictions of Mesoamerica. For historical 

legitimacy, expressions of Chicanismo draw from many of the same documents. Known 

now as Chicano/a/x thanks to feminist and queer revision, El Movimiento, like the 

Mexican state, identifies with pre-Columbian civilizations, asserting its continuity with 

Amerindian culture. The appeal of the Codex Mendoza and other ethnographies recorded 

in the sixteenth century is they appear to offer glimpses of a pre-colonized world, but 

these portrayals are inflected by Spain’s New World interventions. Based on the most 

 
27 See Pérez, The Decolonial Imaginary. On page xix, Pérez states: “The script written by the ideologues of 
the Mexican Revolution was appropriated by Chicano nationalists in the movement of the 1970s and again 
in the recent 1990s.”  
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thorough analysis to date, which reframes the Codex Mendoza as part of an indigenist 

campaign begun by Bartolomé de las Casas, I explain how an investment in the fate of 

Amerindians informs its presentation of ancient Mexico, specifically the production of its 

staple food. 

Tortilla-making was a pillar of Tenochtitlan’s religious, economic, and social 

institutions. The illustration of this culinary training in the Codex Mendoza projects what 

its producers believed and hoped was a “civilized” society according to the values, 

interests, and communicative modes of the colonial powers weighing their future. The 

manuscript’s scene of a Mexica mother teaching her daughter how to grind maize for 

tortillas belongs to a project, I argue, not unlike the one that inspired Vasquez to portray 

two Latina astronauts preparing the same staple on another planet. While the codex 

depicts a gendered division of labor as proof of a strict social order, Vasquez envisions 

these kitchen practices outside of a system of male-female binarism. Though the images 

express divergent cosmologies, both curate Mesoamerican culture to project worlds in 

which a mediated indigeneity prevails. Each picture imagines a future contiguous with 

the traditions of a domestic life based on preparing foods from indigenous plants to share 

with family. The daughter and granddaughter of Texas Chicanas, Vasquez connects with 

the Indigenous portion of her identity through ancient Mexico’s foodways and its staff of 

life: homemade tortillas. 

Chapter 2 moves forward to examine Indios Otomies painted by Rodríguez Juárez 

more than two centuries after the completion of the Codex Mendoza. Ever the capital of 

politics and culture, Mexico City at this time was host to artists’ workshops and family 
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dynasties of painters like the Juárezes, who around 1722 established an art academy.28 

Like the Codex Mendoza, casta portraiture is a vision of Mexican society, but organized 

as a taxonomy of mixed-race characters, reflecting the diversity of the colony after a 

several generations of intermixing among European, Indigenous, and African peoples. 

Arranged in series, casta imagery plays out reproductive choices to the benefit or 

detriment of colonial subjects and their heirs, illuminating hereditary paths to whiteness, 

power, and privilege, or dark skin, disenfranchisement, and labor. There are few means to 

comprehend the circumstances of the production and reception of these portraits; they are 

not factual records, but they do provide insight into the colonialist mindset, of an elite 

whose social order was confounded by ethnic diversity. While casta scholars have 

focused on miscegenation, I analyze a depiction of pure-blooded Amerindians by 

synthesizing art history and food history to conclude that Indios Otomies equates the 

tortilla with indigeneity in physiognomic terms according to humoralism, a European 

system of medicine that endows diet with the capacity to alter human appearance and 

behavior. 

Blurring the symbolic and physical functions of food reoccurs in Indigurrito, a 

performance that also conflates the Indigenous with the tortilla—albeit as a wrap in a 

burrito. Like the casta artist, Bustamante feeds the colonialist gaze, but whereas 

Rodríguez Juárez typecasts his subjects to uphold a race-based hierarchy, she enacts 

stereotypes to contest the mestiza representation she is expected to perform. Whereas the 

casta artist encodes the materiality of the body, along with its comportment and 

nourishment, to construct socio-racial categories, Bustamante embodies this typology 

 
28 Ilona Katzew, Casta Painting: Images of Race in Eighteenth-Century Mexico (New Haven & London: 
Yale University Press, 2004), 16. 
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using herself and her participants in a pretense of a decolonial ritual. Institutional requests 

of non-white artists to “fix” oppressive legacies are mocked by her ironic compliance 

with those structural demands. Similar to analyses of the casta artist as an interpreter of 

elite interests, Bustamante caters to a notional public, using the pleasures of sex, food, 

and laughter, to expose enduring colonial desire in the demands imposed on artists of 

color to absolve white guilt. As I point out, similar desires are mapped onto Indios 

Otomies, which uses the tortilla as the basis for differentiating its consumers from New 

Spain’s upper classes. Bustamante exploits the tortilla’s stereotypical associations to 

show that such trappings of Chicana identity can be a burden, rather than a source of 

cultural pride. 

 

Colonial And Decolonial Aesthetics 

In each of my chosen representations, the tortilla signifies indigeneity within a 

colonialist framework, but the visual rhetoric of each work alters the implication of the 

staple’s Mesoamerican roots. In the Codex Mendoza, a girl learning to make tortillas is a 

sign of civilization meant to dispel the “barbarian” image of the Mexica in the eyes of 

their colonizers. In Citlali: Hechando Tortillas, the preparing of ancient Mexican 

flatbreads by Latina astronauts suggests a hybrid form of “Indigenous futurity,”29 as 

opposed to the obsolescence of a pre- or decolonial identity. In Indios Otomies, 

consuming a tortilla is a marker of a social category, los indios, which the Spanish used 

to subjugate and assimilate local populations into an imperial labor system. In 

Indigurrito, the sharing of a tortilla wrap satirizes white settler guilt and signals the 

 
29 Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang, “Decolonization Is Not a Metaphor,” Decolonization: Indigeneity, 
Education & Society 1, no. 1 (2012), 14. 
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artist’s refusal of her burden of Brownness, which dictates that her practice must speak 

for all oppressed peoples, past and present.  

A broader concern of my study is the project of decolonization: how has culture 

given form to the colonial imagination, and can aesthetic practices help reverse the 

inculcation of settler interests? Put even more simply, is decolonial art possible, and if so, 

how is it defined? Decolonial and its word forms lace the directives of a growing array of 

justice movements, giving the impression of a unified front. To some, decolonization is 

the latest academic buzzword; to others, it is an empowering concept comprehending a 

gamut of wrongdoings and promising a way to unite disparate efforts to end longstanding 

social, political, economic, and environmental abuses. In his latest book, Walter Mignolo, 

a semiotician who has spent the last three decades diagnosing colonialism with the aim of 

confronting and undoing its legacies, observes: “The usages of decolonization (and its 

verb, to decolonize) have been growing exponentially over the past five years; this is, of 

course, a very good thing.”30 All of these usages, however, amount to more of a 

conceptual umbrella than an agreed-upon process for repairing the damages wrought by 

both a historical and an ongoing mode of domination.  

In “Decolonization Is Not a Metaphor,” an article cited more than 2,300 times 

since its 2012 publication, Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang voice a strident concern for the 

prolific adoption of decolonization by civil and human rights projects. In their opinion, 

discursive frameworks that adopt this Indigenous critique without addressing settler 

colonialism—even frameworks invested in justice and anti-racism—resettle what is 

meant to be an “unsettling” of colonialist structures and distracts from the goal of 

 
30 Walter D. Mignolo and Catherine E. Walsh, On Decoloniality: Concepts, Analytics, Praxis (Durham, 
NC: Duke University Press, 2018), 108. 
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repatriating land, “all of the land, and not just symbolically.”31 Appropriating decolonial 

discourse distracts from the material goals of repatriation and disregards the Indigenous 

writers and activists who author this critique, according to Tuck and Yang, who classify 

this appropriation as a “move to innocence,” assuaging settler guilt and reifying settler 

entitlement.32 While the authors acknowledge the importance of cultivating “critical 

consciousness,” or “decolonizing the mind,” they stress tangible gains, an exterior, not an 

interior liberation, specifically and exclusively, the end game of returning stolen land.33 

This tension articulated by Tuck and Yank leads me to rephrase the latter half of my 

previous question: which enunciations mentally fortify us to disassemble the imperial 

structures that colonize our intellect and, as Mignolo maintains, our senses,34 and which 

are just gestures to decolonization, the moves we make to redeem ourselves in the 

abstract, as we defer the direct action demanded by decolonial scholars?  

Recognition of the historical role of education in promoting settler perspectives 

has sparked recent widespread initiatives to decolonize classrooms, syllabi, and other 

sites of pedagogy, including museums and artistic canons.35 It is easy for such missions to 

stray from Tuck and Yang’s reminder that decolonization is, without compromise, 

recognizing Indigenous sovereignty and relinquishing land, which renders it 

incommensurable, “very unfriendly” even, to other justice movements.36 In the context of 

Mexico, Indigenous activism focuses on the issue of autonomy rather than sovereignty, 

 
31 Tuck and Yang, “Decolonization Is Not a Metaphor,” 3, 7. 
32 Ibid., 3. 
33 Ibid., 19. 
34 Walter Mignolo and Rolando Vazquez, “Decolonial AestheSis: Colonial Wounds/Decolonial Healings,” 
Social Text, 2013, https://socialtextjournal.org/periscope_topic/decolonial_aesthesis/. 
35 Tuck and Yang, “Decolonization Is Not a Metaphor,” 2. 
36 Ibid., 35. 
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which María Josefina Saldaña-Portillo clarifies in her book Indian Given.37 Such 

reminders inflect how I define decolonialism, which has to be differentiated from anti-

colonialism, diversity, and—as I explain further in Chapter 2—multiculturalism. I am 

wary, however, of discounting the relevance of the symbolic to the project of unsettling 

colonialist structures, because doing so dismisses how Western aesthetics have 

contributed to the coloniality of power. I agree with the art historian Kency Cornejo when 

she targets a “coloniality of seeing,” which the painting Indios Otomies and the casta 

genre exemplify.38 Casta art was a fleshing out of colonial aesthetics, reflecting and 

transmitting good and bad taste, better and worse desires for its elite viewership, training 

the eye to see inferiority when confronted with difference, thereby adding to a colonialist 

epistemology. I also agree with Mignolo when he insists decolonial art “moves towards 

the healing, the recognition, the dignity of those aesthetic practices that have been written 

out of the canon.”39 As such, my minimum requirement of decolonial art is an element of 

recuperation in tangible form, an expression of a broader practice of reconfiguring the 

colonialist structures overseeing life and land. Cornejo lists the larger stakes of 

neutralizing the effects of those structures: “the lack of history, the lack of justice, and the 

on-going manifestations of violence through increased poverty, lack of health and 

educational resources, and neoliberalist policies that normalize violence and maintain 

people in oppression.”40  

 

 
37 María Josefina Saldaña-Portillo, Indian Given: Racial Geographies across Mexico and the United States 
(Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 2016), 14. 
38 Kency Cornejo, “Visual Disobedience: The Geopolitics of Experimental Art in Central America, 1990-
Present” (Ph.D., North Carolina, Duke University, 2014), 92. 
39 Mignolo and Vazquez, “Decolonial AestheSis.” 
40 Cornejo, “Visual Disobedience,” 16. 
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Finally, I want to clarify what this thesis is and is not. It is not a history of 

Mesoamerican, Mexican, or Mexican-American cuisine, or even the tortilla, which has a 

profound and complex chronology entwined with the cultivation of maize, which began 

around 9,000 years ago.41 My thesis does not cover food justice, specifically Mexico’s 

social movements for maize biodiversity and its concomitant cultural heritage and social 

organization, under threat by genetically modified crops and neoliberal policies, like the 

North American Free Trade Agreement. As for the visual history of the tortilla, beginning 

millennia ago and continuing to the present, there exist plentiful examples of aesthetic 

engagements with this staple, and I had the difficult task of eliminating many significant 

representations, which raise other interesting and pressing topics. I settled on these four 

selections because their similarities and discrepancies make for a generative discussion 

about colonialism and ethnonationalism and their feminist critique. Given my limits, I 

cannot situate the selected artists in their full contexts or provide more than an outline of 

the broader movements to which their practices belong. The trade-off for these omissions 

is the opportunity to measure the resonance of a visual theme, a food item with a long, 

consistent history of utilization as a personal and collective representation. Working 

within a wide range of historical periods and geographic areas might upset expectations 

of a Master’s student: she should commit to an area of study and narrow her path to 

specialization. However, I have to take a macro view because the artistic productions that 

interest me extend the through lines of colonialism. Cornejo concurs with the need to link 

anti-colonial and decolonial practices of contemporary art with the historical processes 

 
41 Michael Blake, Maize for the Gods: Unearthing the 9,000-Year History of Corn (Berkeley: University of 
California Press, 2015), 17. 
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and political formations of the Americas: “An anti-colonial framing acknowledges that 

the colonial encounter is transhistorical, persisting across time and nations.”42 

  

 
42 Cornejo, “Visual Disobedience,” 16.  
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Chapter 1  

Tortilleras in Space and Time: A Comparison of the Codex Mendoza  

and Citlali: Hechando Tortillas y Cortando Nopales en Outer Space 

 

Culinary narratives promote an historical consciousness of the self. Recounting 

the past through food helps to orient us in time and space, and tracing the roots of a 

cuisine can recover estranged chronologies. In this chapter, I compare two images that 

both stand for a continuum of cultural identity, for which the maize tortilla acts as a vital 

sign. The Codex Mendoza (Fig. 1.1), a sixteenth-century painted manuscript on the 

history, tribute economy, and society of the Mexica, and the collage Citlali: Hechando 

Tortillas y Cortando Nopales en Outer Space (2005; Fig. 1.2) by Debora Kuetzpal 

Vasquez each illustrate a domestic narrative featuring two female figures. Both images 

use a representation of tortilla-making to signify Mesoamerican tradition in an effort to 

fend off the eradication of the makers’ cultures. Although the Codex Mendoza is 

embedded in the aftermath of the Spanish conquest of Tenochtitlan, the circumstances of 

its creation orient it toward the future as a work of activism meeting the threat of 

colonization. Just as the codex is a proactive response to the inevitable collision of the 

New and Old Worlds, Vasquez stages Indigenous foodways in a future scenario, adapting 

mestiza identity to technological progress and speculative plans for humanity. Even 

though the codex expresses a more predetermined cosmovision steeped in gender 

binarism, both pictures activate selfhood in the commonplace and engage homemaking as 

a defensive tactic against a less-than-human or alien designation. 
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Figure 1.1: Codex Mendoza, folio 60, detail. ca. 1540. 

 

 

Figure 1.2: Debora Kuetzpal Vasquez, Citlali: Hechando Tortillas y Cortando Nopales en Outer Space. 
2005. Acrylic and clay collage. 18 x 24 ins. 
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First, I introduce the circumstances of the production of the Codex Mendoza to 

counter preconceptions like the ones I had before starting my research. It is easy to 

mistake the manuscript’s depiction of a girl grinding maize for tortillas as an unfiltered 

slice of ancient Mexican life. Deceptive in its simple appearance, floating in blank space, 

minimally colored and modeled, this line drawing tempts a quick reading of an everyday 

domestic moment. However, without adequate context—including the purpose of the 

codex, its intended audience, the scenes accompanying the tortilla-making, the gender 

roles of Mexica society, and the cosmology guiding all of Tenochtitlan’s institutions, not 

just the familial—the casual viewer cannot perceive the layered significance of this iconic 

scene. Using a recent material study by an art historian who re-historicizes the codex, I 

position it as a source document for the construction of Mexican and Chicano 

ethnonationalism, and explain how Vasquez’s Citlali: Hechando Tortillas is a revised 

version of the latter. A reframing of the codex as a work of indigenist activism guides 

how I contextualize the pictured staple production as a symbol connoting a civilized 

society worthy of their colonizers’ lenience. Then I synthesize feminist and gendered 

histories of the Mexica to explain the full symbolic weight of the girl’s culinary training.  

In the second half of the chapter, I compare the scene in the Codex Mendoza with 

the collage Citlali: Hechando Tortillas, which displays a partial adoption of the food 

traditions featured in the colonial manuscript. A multimedia artist, writer, art teacher, and 

activist from San Antonio, Texas, Vasquez considers a pre-Hispanic diet as a critical 

component of her Xicanx identity. An etymological shift from Chicano/a/x, the term 

Xicanx distances Chicanismo from Catholic patriarchy and reflects feminist critique and a 
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stronger assertion of Indigenous ancestry.43 I explain how Mexica society treated gender 

as a performance through the instruction of certain behaviors, including food preparation, 

and then analyze how Vasquez’s collage continues tortilla production as a home-making 

institution, while adapting it as an expression of Xicanisma. For Vasquez, a decolonial 

diet provides a means of reconnecting with the Amerindian half of mestizaje and of 

assuring a future in which its related culinary culture and kitchen epistemology persist, 

safe from obsoletion within late capitalist food economies. The 2015 cookbook 

Decolonize Your Diet by Luz Calvo and Catrióna Rueda Esquibel represent Xicanistas 

like Vasquez who recreate the food traditions of the Mexica and other Mesoamerican 

societies to yield a physical and social recuperation. Reprises of existential 

phenomenology by the queer theorist José Esteban Muñoz and the philosopher Mariana 

Ortega help me explain Citlali: Hechando Tortillas as a worldmaking project, in which 

the artist intends to resolve the temporal displacement of Indigenous cuisine and nutrition 

by colonial and capitalist methods of food production and consumption. 

 

Framing The Codex Mendoza: A Foundational Document And An Indigenist 

Defense Project 

Representations of making tortillas in the Mesoamerican tradition are citations of 

Indigenous heritage. In the mode of Western literacy, the story of this staple typically 

begins with the codices that form the colonized knowledge base of Mesoamerica.44 These 

 
43 Ana Castillo, Massacre of the Dreamers, 20th Anniversary Updated Edition (Albuquerque, NM: 
University of New Mexico Press, 2014), 2, 52. The -x in Chicano/a and Xicano/a replaced the gendered 
endings in response to queer critique. 
44 Walter Mignolo, “Signs and Their Transmission: The Question of the Book in the New World,” in 
Writing Without Words: Alternative Literacies in Mesoamerica and the Andes, ed. Elizabeth Hill Boone 
and Walter Mignolo (Durham, NC: Duke University Press, 1994), 220–70. Mignolo describes how the 
colonization of the New World entailed the imposition of European literacy on Indigenous systems of	
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privileged manuscripts resemble a time-honored recipe insofar as they encourage infinite 

improvisation, variation, and substitutions within the field of discourse to which they 

gave rise. The sway of an authoritative source like the Codex Mendoza is that of Michel 

Foucault’s “initiators of discursive practice,” a category of author whose paradigmatic 

bibliography accommodates “the possibility and the rules of formation of other texts.”45 

Consecrated by endless citation, the codex is a source from which different historical 

underwritings of individual and joint identities have derived, including the impetus for 

Vasquez’s practice—the Chicano Movement. In the case of Mexicanismo and 

Chicanismo, the maize staple signals continuity with the Amerindian past to support 

historical legitimacy and claims to sovereignty. 

A recent contestation of the manuscript’s Mendoza appellation demonstrates 

Mexican history as a modern project. Produced some time between the invasion of 

Tenochtitlan in 1521 and 1550, this manuscript was supposedly commissioned by the 

first Viceroy of New Spain, Antonio de Mendoza, to be sent in a report on the colony’s 

native peoples to Emperor Charles V. However, a recent study of the codex—one of the 

most thorough to date—casts doubt on this hypothetical attribution.46 According to Jorge 

Gómez-Tejada, Mendoza’s involvement is unlikely, but this association has persisted 

because modern academic rigor shies from anonymity, and while it was acknowledged 

 
language and semiotic interaction. Mediated by the Catholic clergy, the Codex Mendoza and other sources 
on pre-Hispanic life replaced Nahua texts, almost all of which were destroyed. Amerindian written, 
pictorial, and oral discourse was re-fitted according to the Christian, Western ideology of the alphabet and 
the book (256). An inability of the Spanish to understand Mesoamerican literary culture and its materiality 
led to “burning the Amerindian ‘books’” or “slowly erasing them by teaching the Amerindian to change the 
material configuration of reading and writing as well as the format in which signs were inscribed and 
information graphically recorded and orally disseminated” (244).  
45 Michel Foucault, “What Is an Author?,” in Modernity and Its Discontents, ed. J. Marsh, J.D. Caputo, and 
M. Westphal (New York: Fordham University Press, 1992), 310. 
46 Jorge Gómez-Tejada, “Making the Codex Mendoza, Constructing the Codex Mendoza: A 
Reconsideration of a 16th Century Mexican Manuscript” (PhD Dissertation, Yale University, 2012), 135. 
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the viceroy had only commissioned the codex, this figure has served an “authorial 

function” according to Foucault’s definition of the author as a text’s representative.47 The 

codex did not become linked to Mendoza until the late eighteenth century when the 

Mexican scholar Francisco Clavijero established the connection in his history of ancient 

Mexico, which he completed in 1781.48 In Gómez-Tejada’s view, Clavijero undertook 

this project guided by “proto-nationalist” sentiments that already conceived of “a 

Mexican Nation whose roots extended back to the pre-Conquest past.”49 From this point, 

the codex underwent ratification as a foundational document in modern rhetoric 

concerning Mexico’s origins.50 

Gómez-Tejada believes Indigenous artist scribes, or tlacuiloque, and Spanish 

commentators led by a Franciscan friar collaborated on the Codex Mendoza, and aligns 

their project with a 50-year indigenist campaign inspired by Bartolomé de las Casas and 

his accounts of the brutal treatment of Amerindians, including Memorial de Remedios 

para las Indias (1516) and A Brief Account of the Destruction of the Indies (1552).51 Las 

Casas and other clerical activists, in conjunction with members of the native elite, used 

their positions to advocate for Indigenous rights, employing tactics that included 

presenting to the Spanish court illustrated manuscripts imbuing Mesoamerican society 

with humanity, sovereignty, orderliness, and “signs of civilization.”52 In the three-part 

Codex Mendoza, Section 1 depicts the founding of Tenochtitlan and its inhabitants’ 

conquests, and Section 2 inventories their system of exacting tribute from other city-

 
47 Ibid., 230 
48 Ibid., 18. 
49 Ibid., 225, 226. 
50 Ibid., 231. 
51 Ibid., 27. 
52 Ibid., 33. 
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states. In the last part entitled “The Daily Life Year to Year,” the tlacuiloque illustrated 

an ethnological self-account, which systematically articulates familial and professional 

organization based on clearly defined gender roles. This third section documents the life 

stages of Mexica subjects, including their training for certain occupations, and the 

culinary culture of ancient Central Mexico, including the tortilla-making scene that 

concerns this study.  

Opinion varies on whether Section 3 of the Codex Mendoza derives from 

preceding literary or visual sources, but Gómez-Tejada detects a conceptual consistency 

with a collection of pre-Hispanic oration on codes of conduct: the Huehuetlatolli (“The 

Words of the Elders”) published by Fray Andres de Olmos, which similarly provides a 

glimpse into the customs and moral philosophy of the Nahua.53 According to Edward E. 

Calnek, one of the few scholars to have closely studied Section 3 of the codex, its 

ethnography is much less cited than the later twelve-volume Historia general de las 

cosas de la Nueva España, or the Florentine Codex, a project led by Fray Bernandino de 

Sahagún near the end of the sixteenth century. Since the tlacuiloque of the Codex 

Mendoza were craftsmen and less elite than Sahagún’s informants, it offers the viewpoint 

of a larger social class54—but both texts are highly mediated accounts of Amerindian 

culture. Calnek also finds the older codex to be less of a generalized record of Mexica life 

than Sahagún’s text and more of a flow chart or map of various biographical routes.55 In 

the last section of the Codex Mendoza, different courses of action might coexist in a 

 
53 Ibid., 295–96. 
54 Edward E. Calnek, “The Ethnographic Content of the Third Part of the Codex Mendoza,” in The Codex 
Mendoza, by Frances F. Berdan and Patricia Rieff Anawalt, vol. 1 (Berkeley: University of California 
Press, 1992), 81. 
55 Ibid., 84. 
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scene, and despite appearances the scenes are not discrete; they belong to vying 

narratives in a thematic framework delineating two paths to death: capital punishment for 

engaging in vice, or natural causes after living an honorable life and reaching seniority 

with its attendant rewards of grandchildren and pulque.56  

The beginning of Section 3 presents the development and rearing of Mexica 

children. Folios 58r–60r each contain four registers, and every register includes two 

scenes in which children of the same age receive either parental instruction or corporal 

discipline. In each scene, blue dots represent age group, and yellow tortillas symbolize 

the children’s food rations—e.g., half of a tortilla for age 3, one and a half for age 6, 

etc.—though Mexica diets also included items like beans, squash, and chiles (Fig. 1.3).57 

Along with the dots for age, the glyph representing the maize staple is a constant 

throughout the manuscript. If the tlacuiloque wanted to show their society was civilized, 

how does the tortilla’s visual repetition support their objective? Calnek believes that part 

of the purpose of Section 3 is to demonstrate how children were trained in morals and 

reared to contribute to their families’ sustenance.58 Some age groups, for instance, are 

portrayed receiving harsh retribution for filial disobedience. Tzvetan Todorov explains 

that the Mexica strived to balance their deep affection for their children with the greater 

good, and cites Nahua moral tales in which parents make a show of severely punishing a 

child to prove they are not prone to coddling.59 Obedient children, on the other hand, are 

never idle in the codex and studiously train to be productive members of society. 

 
56 Ibid. Pulque is an alcoholic beverage made from the sap of maguey plants. 
57 Frances Berdan and Patricia Rieff Anawalt, The Essential Codex Mendoza (Berkeley & Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 1997), 153. 
58 Calnek, “The Ethnographic Content,” 85. 
59 Tzvetan Todorov, The Conquest of America: The Question of the Other, trans. Richard Howard (New 
York: Harper & Row, Publishers, 1984), 67–68. 
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Juxtaposed with the children’s labors, the tortillas appear transactional within a system of 

labor and output, which nourished Tenochtitlan in its imperial drive. The calorie surplus 

produced by this nutritious staple supported the Mexica urban population and its 

acquisition of tribute—a capital-making venture commandeered by the Spanish. 

 

Figure 1.3: Codex Mendoza, folio 60. ca. 1540. 

 

 

A Reduced View Of Tortilla-Making And The Role Of Mexica Women  

The Codex Mendoza includes its iconic depiction of tortilla-making on folio 60r 

of Section 3. In the third register, a 13-year-old girl receives instruction from an adult 

woman on grinding maize for tortillas. The scene suggests a kitchen through culinary 
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action and cookware rather than a representation of space.60 Sitting on her knees, the 

elder extends her arms, emphasizing a point related to the task at hand. A volute-shaped 

glyph issuing from her mouth signals she is speaking. The young recipient of her 

instruction—a daughter most likely—kneels over a metate, or grinding stone. Digging 

her toes into the blankness of the paper, the girl grasps a mano, or stone roller, with both 

hands and grinds nixtamal, softened maize. Once she has made masa, or dough, and 

patted balls of it out into flat discs, the tortillas will be cooked on the nearby clay griddle, 

or comal, surrounded by three hearthstones. Below the girl, two glyphs of the finished 

product quote the two tortillas above her indicating her daily food allowance. As a 

woman, she will spend up to six hours each day preparing tortillas for her household, so 

learning this skill helps make her eligible for marriage.61 Food historian Jeffrey M. 

Pilcher explains this demanding kitchen ritual became synonymous with the “personal 

and family identity” of Mexican women, who were “inextricably linked with the food 

they cooked.”62 Labeled by the Spanish commentator as an escudilla and currently 

known as a molcajete, another item in the scene is a three-legged bowl for gruels and 

sauces.63 A clay pot with a neck and handles, captioned as an olla full of prepared food, 

also appears among the cookware.64  

 
60 Although its tortilla-making scene lacks a representation of space, the Codex Mendoza is not without 
spatial logic. Gómez-Tejada, “Making the Codex Mendoza,” 73, explains: “Artists didn’t simply create 
compositions by scattering conventionalized figures against flat backgrounds. Rather, it appears that the 
ratio of the area of the composition…was a determining element in the proportion and scale of the 
composition deployed within its frame.” 
61 Berdan and Anawalt, The Essential Codex Mendoza, 162. 
62 Jeffrey M. Pilcher, Que Vivan Los Tamales!: Food and the Making of Mexican Identity (Albuquerque: 
University New Mexico Press, 1998), 106, 107. 
63 Coe, America’s First Cuisines, 109. 
64 Berdan and Anawalt, The Essential Codex Mendoza, 162. 
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In the narrative schema of the Codex Mendoza, which depicts men and boys in the 

left columns and women and girls in the right, the role of one gender is defined against 

what was expected of the other. In the register representing the thirteenth year of Mexica 

subjects, for example, the tortilla-making lesson is adjacent to a scene of a father or an 

elder directing a boy to gather firewood and marsh grasses into his canoe. These 

adolescents mastering respective responsibilities belong to a broader outline; citizens in 

training, they are inculcated with social virtues and a rigid system of labor based on the 

male–female binary, which appears to restrict feminine activity to the domestic sphere. 

The first folio of Section 3 vividly establishes this impression with a depiction of a 

bathing ceremony in which a female newborn is presented with a broom, spindle, and 

workbasket, and the midwife buries her umbilical cord under the metate by the hearth.65 

The Florentine Codex explains this custom “signified that the woman was to go nowhere. 

Her very task was the home life, life by the fire, by the grinding stone.”66 In his history of 

Latin American material culture, Arnold J. Bauer attributes this strict division of labor to 

the demanding process of preparing masa and tortillas, which required long hours at 

home, and surmises that if ancient Mexico had had large livestock necessitating time 

spent outdoors, women might have evaded their “slavery to the metate.”67 

Calnek maintains the “extremely reduced” female roles in the Codex Mendoza—

wife, mother, midwife, curer, perpetrator of unwanted behavior such as drunkenness—

indicate a narrow interest in Mexica women.68 Since the manuscript assigns a wider array 

 
65 Ibid., 145. 
66 Fray Bernardino de Sahagún, Florentine Codex: General History of the Things of New Spain, trans. 
Arthur J. O Anderson and Charles E Dibble, vol. 12 books in 13 vols. (Santa Fe, NM; Salt Lake City, UT: 
School of American Research; University of Utah Press, 1950), 6: 171–73.	
67 Arnold J Bauer, Goods, Power, History: Latin America’s Material Culture (Cambridge: Cambridge 
University Press, 2001), 28, 30. 
68 Calnek, “The Ethnographic Content,” 87. 
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of tasks and professions to boys and men, he concludes the tlacuiloque opted to prescribe 

how virtuous girls and women should act rather than document all their possible life 

paths.69 Gómez-Tejada believes, in addition to the Mexica oral tradition of moral 

teaching, this final section of the codex has precedents in European treatises on virtuous 

living.70 Similar to the Codex Mendoza, the Florentine Codex casts Indigenous women 

and their labor in a moral light. Sahagún equates the performance of Mexica cooks with 

the quality of their character: “The good cook is honest, discreet,” while “the bad cook is 

dishonest, detestable, nauseating, offensive to others.”71 By these criteria, dry, brittle 

tortillas or ones failing to puff on the comal reflect poorly on their maker. Louise M. 

Burkhart explains since the Florentine Codex and other historical sources are suffused 

with the concerns of Christian European men, who avoided contact with the Indigenous, 

particularly women, they are highly filtered accounts of Mesoamerica.72 Furthermore, 

church representatives like Sahagún regarded the female domestic sphere as the “final 

frontier” in stamping out the native religion.73 In these colonial documents, Burkhart 

perceives two characterizations of Mexica women: idolatrous practitioners of 

blasphemous household rituals, or submissive, dutiful housewives congruent with 

Catholic ideals.74 This ideology more than likely influenced the Codex Mendoza’s makers 

 
69 Ibid. 
70 Gómez-Tejada, “Making the Codex Mendoza,” 214. 
71 Sahagún, General History of the Things of New Spain, 10: 52–53. 
72 Louise M. Burkhart, “Mexica Women on the Home Front: Housework and Religion in Aztec Mexico,” in 
Indian Women of Early Mexico, ed. Susan Schroeder, Stephanie Wood, and Robert Haskett (Norman, OK: 
University of Oklahoma Press, 1997), 26–27. 
73 Ibid., 41–42. 
74 Ibid., 27–28. 
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to highlight aspects of Mexica society with a surface resemblance to Hispanic values, like 

the female gendering of domestic labor.75  

 

An Expanded View Of Tortilla-Making And The Role Of Mexica Women  

The Spanish could not accurately read Indigenous culture, and the zeal of 

Catholic missionaries imposed an obtrusive filter on their documentation. However, 

appraising the situation of Mexica women according to modern value judgments about 

domestic work or dichotomies like public–private, masculine–feminine, or cosmic–

prosaic can also misconstrue an image as seemingly patent as one of a cooking lesson. 

Gendered readings of ethnographies like the Codex Mendoza complicate historical 

interpretation. The gender norms permeating Mexica society conditioned individual 

thought and behavior with the belief that assuming given male and female identities and 

their respective functions profited not only home life, but also spheres of politics, 

economics, and religion. Too frequently, Burkhart argues, historians presume public and 

private life in ancient Mexico were divided as they came to be in Europe, or domestic 

labor was relegated to a low status as it is under capitalism.76 Camilla Townsend agrees, 

cautioning against assuming women in ancient Mexico resented their roles or suffered 

from a sense that their contributions were worth less.77 In modern viewpoints Burkhart 

finds too much “focus on a ‘public’ domain that is presumed both to exist and to be more 

 
75 See Rosemary A. Joyce’s article, “Girling the Girl and Boying the Boy: The Production of Adulthood in 
Ancient Mesoamerica,” World Archaeology, 31, no. 3 Human Lifecycles (February 2000): 473–83. On 
page 475, Joyce claims: “Like the Florentine Codex, the Codex Mendoza presented to the colonizing power 
an idealization of correct behaviour, and its just rewards, and of transgression and punishment.” 
76 Burkhart, “Mexica Women on the Home Front,” 26. 
77 Camilla Townsend, “The View from the Metate: Women and the Aztec World” (Study Session: 
Moctezuma’s Feast, The British Museum, London, 2009), https://www.mexicolore.co.uk/aztecs 
/moctezuma /women-and-the-aztec-world/kids. 
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important than a (presumed) ‘private’ domain.”78 While it is now common to restrict 

male, female, and married to categories of individual identity, Mexica conceptions were 

more expansive. A female presence, in the sense of actual women and as a concept, 

existed in different socioeconomic arenas and throughout the political hierarchy of 

Tenochtitlan.79 In the view of Caroline Dodds Pennock, it is more accurate to think of the 

Mexica gender binary as an exterior–interior division: masculinity was associated with 

the world beyond the city-state, and femininity with its internal affairs.80 For example, 

Pennock characterizes the altepetl, or city-state, as “a model and mirror” of the married 

household.81 Wedlock served as a governing model in which a sovereign leader like 

Moctezuma II personified both the male and female agents of heterosexual union.82  

Burkhart contests imposing Western ideas of equality and subordination on 

studies of Mesoamerica.83 According to most historical analyses, Mexica women did not 

have equal opportunities per se, but they shared a complementary relationship with men. 

Pennock replaces the idea of Tenochtitlan as a “pre-modern patriarchy” with a model of 

“complex equalities,” in which female roles helped uphold the common good.84 Elizabeth 

M. Brumfiel explains the Mexica emphasized balance; thus, women worked in parallel 

with their male counterparts for the prosperity of the household and the altepetl and had 

some of the same opportunities as men.85 Women could own land and other forms of 
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property, inherit and accumulate wealth, and sell goods.86 Outside the calli, or household, 

women worked as vendors, market administrators, midwives, healers, or priestesses.87  

Townsend identifies the locus of women’s labor, the calli, as “the essential 

building block” of the altepetl and, by extension, the cosmos.88 To the colonial or 

contemporary mind, casa or home likely means a protective, personal space, but as 

Burkhart elucidates, the Mexica thought of the calli not as “a tranquil refuge from the 

significant currents of cosmos and history but a place where those currents intersected 

forcibly with human history.”89 Townsend imagines Mexica women were conscious of 

their daily tasks as vital measures for maintaining order in a dangerous, unruly universe.90 

Sweeping, weaving, tending the hearth, making daily offerings, and keeping household 

items in their place warded off chaos and appeased the gods.91 Cooking was no exception 

to this association of prosaic activities with the divine. Working daily at the metate and 

making dough for tortillas reenacted the genesis of humanity, in which the goddess 

Cihuacoatl made human flesh by grinding kernels into masa.92 Food was prepared at the 

hearth, the domestic core and the site of the male fire god Huehueteotl, who occupied the 

center of the home and the cosmos.93 The three stones banking the fire also represented 

deities, and the hearth was administered with strict protocols to ensure the safety of 

family members near and far.94 The household supply of maize was considered a deity as 
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well, one with powers of prognostication.95 To avoid negative consequences, family 

members handled maize, tortillas, and cookery with care, and followed etiquette related 

to the hearth and certain kitchenware, including the metate, to assure success abroad and 

survival in battle.96 Cooking ranked among various forms of female labor serving 

concrete and symbolic functions that extended beyond the calli to effect far-reaching 

outcomes.  

Most gendered readings of ancient Mexican society do temper this presentation of 

complex equality. Townsend draws attention to a system of polygamy, which permitted 

men to have more than one wife and keep concubines caught or awarded in battle.97 This 

practice put women on unequal footing, especially female prisoners of war who could not 

bear heirs and thereby “engender their people’s future,” explains Townsend, illustrating 

this reality with a Nahua song in which a concubine laments her position, but takes 

comfort in patting out tortillas.98 Women made food not only to offer to their families and 

the gods but also to sell in the marketplace, which helped fuel the development of the 

altepetl and its imperial ventures.99 According to many analyses, the expansionist policies 

of Tenochtitlan and the elevation of men’s roles through increased militarization 

diminished the status of women. Brumfiel argues a state-sponsored program that glorified 

male warriors at the expense of the opposite sex supplanted “gender complementarity” 
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with gender hierarchy.100 In Mexica mythology, art, and ritual, she finds portrayals of 

women as “agents of cosmic disorder,” potential enemies in need of subdual.101  

 

Making Tortillas In Outer Space And Chicanismo 2.0  

The ancient Mexican household was a microcosm of all creation. The layout and 

rhythms of a calli were synchronized with the inhabitants’ concepts of space and time, 

which they ritually tracked with a 260-day, cyclical calendar.102 Keeping house meant 

keeping personal, state, and universal affairs all in order. On the sacredness of domestic 

life in Tenochtitlan, Burkhart writes, “One could see the Mexica house as a model of the 

cosmos, writ small, but perhaps it would be better to see the Mexica cosmos as a house 

writ large.”103 About four and a half centuries after the last Spanish gloss was added to 

the Codex Mendoza, its representation of tortilla-making was echoed by a work of Xicanx 

art that peels away the seeming everydayness of the scene. Citlali: Hechando Tortillas y 

Cortando Nopales en Outer Space by Vasquez envisions Burkhart’s metaphorical 

equivalence between the calli and the cosmos. Painted in acrylic and embellished with 

sculptural details, this collage features the artist’s recurring character, “Citlali, La 

Chicana Super Hero,” and her same-sex partner immersed in a practice of Mesoamerican 

foodways: making tortillas and cutting nopales, or the pads of the prickly pear cactus. As 

if to reveal the spiritual meaning of Mexica household rituals and the kitchen as a point of 

cosmic orientation, Vasquez situates her tortilleras, or tortilla makers, in outer space.  
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In Citlali: Hechando Tortillas, a reddish-brown planet protrudes from the right, 

consuming most of the picture plane. Studding the spacescape are titanium-white dots, 

stand-ins for stars. Three-dimensional chunks set in flashes of brushy illumination 

suggest meteors whizzing past. In the distance, a green humanoid with large, black eyes 

pilots a flying saucer from under the safety of a transparent dome. In the upper left, Earth 

covers the sun in a partial solar eclipse, which emits streamers of white light, and issuing 

from the same corner is the blue-black atmosphere girdling the planet in the foreground. 

Tortillas, made of clay and splotched to suggest toasting, float out into the planet’s orbit 

from a structure installed on its surface. Pocked by impact craters, the planet sets the 

stage for a modern-day kitchen. Its roof and a wall cut away to show its interior, the room 

encloses a sink, counters, built-in cupboards, a refrigerator, and an antique radio. In the 

foreground, a stove and a kitchen table spill out of the partial enclosure and cross over the 

support’s bottom threshold. Clay objects—cactus pads, green jalapeños, a volcanic stone 

molcajete, and stacked tortillas keeping warm in a cloth—lie on the table, where the 

character Citlali sits cleaning the nopales by scraping off their spines with a thin-bladed 

knife. Citlali wears her signature blue jeans and red bandanna, and her head is encased in 

a clear space helmet, equipped with a red-tipped transmitter encircled in donut-like rings 

at the top. Her partner has a similar helmet, and white rays around its tip suggest she 

receives or sends a transmission. Except for her headgear, this other figure dresses in a 

traditional femme style. Wearing an apron over a red dress, she stands by the gas stove, 

one hand on a hip, the other on a skillet handle, waiting for a tortilla to cook.  

By chance or design, Vasquez’s intergalactic image renders the Mesoamerican 

cosmovision of the mundane commingling with the eternal. This collage belongs to a 
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Citlali franchise that includes art installations, comic strips, digital children’s stories, 

protest banners, and short fiction. Citlali: Hechando Tortillas envisions a similar 

narrative in Vasquez’s story, “For Those Seeking Signs of Intelligent Life,” which relates 

the origin tale of her Chicana superhero. Citlali is the offspring of two women: one is 

from Earth, the other hails from the Turtle Star of the Orion constellation. Before Citlali 

is to become a woman, her celestial mother transports her to another planet for her 

birthday, and they visit with her grandmother in a “little open-air kitchen,” where Citlali 

imagines her “mami Ixchel making tortillas in this kitchen in space.”104 In Vasquez’s 

visual and textual narrations of Citlali, the scenarios often center around food and 

childhood memories of sitting at a kitchen table while a mother, grandmother, or aunt 

prepares a meal or urges her to eat. Throughout her practice, Vasquez draws from her 

experiences of growing up in central Texas, being raised by Chicana matriarchs who 

instilled in her an appreciation of Mexican heritage through culinary practice and other 

modes of cultural transmission.105  

In Citlali: Hechando Tortillas, Vasquez situates domesticity amid the capricious 

universe that the Mexica believed could be tamed through routine. The astronauts must 

contend with meteor showers, zero gravity, unidentified spacecraft, and a barren planet, 

reminiscent of the chaos and misfortune that were kept at bay by the religious protocols 

and domestic habits of ancient Mexico, yet the Latinas manage to carve out a space for 

living in this inhospitable space. Against the backdrop of a volatile universe, the 
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characters’ self-provisioning appears orderly. In a sense, they have transported the hearth 

of the calli: the source of security and continuity, the center of the universe, and the 

domestic core to which Mexica girls were virtually bound at birth. Emma Pérez describes 

a similar reliance on women to sustain an uprooted culture in a new, unknown, and often 

unwelcoming space in her discussion on the Mexican diaspora in Texas following the 

Mexican Revolution. In her book, The Decolonial Imaginary, Pérez attributes this 

continuity in part to organizations and clubs formed by Mexicanas and carried on by their 

Chicana daughters, who made a home for their communities in the United States while 

preserving their cultural identity, language, and traditions.106 The female role of caretaker 

of cultural and social cohesion accords with the outline of the civilization sketched in the 

Codex Mendoza. In its ethnography, mothers and daughters are guided in their daily 

activities by social and sacred orders, following a model of desired behavior and avoiding 

the reputation of women as “agents of cosmic disorder” promoted by a militarized 

Mexica state and later, in a Christianized form, by the Catholic order of New Spain. 

Vasquez defines her Chicana superhero as a “combination of indigenous women, 

their Chicana activist daughters, and the spirit of strong women more generally.”107 Her 

intentions for this character is to humanize workers, acknowledge the labor of Latinas, 

and address “social and political issues pertaining to women and Raza.”108 A self-

described “artivist,”109 Vasquez has featured Citlali superhero on banners, protesting 

business practices unfair to mujeres trabajadoras, or women workers, such as the 
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housekeeping staff of chain-branded hotels in downtown San Antonio.110 Whereas the 

Codex Mendoza and its tortilla-making scene underwrite the economic functions of 

familial and state institutions, Vasquez often uses Citlali to object to a systemic failure to 

protect laborers, in particular workers who are categorized as female and minoritarian. 

Her emphasis on labor rights reveals Vasquez’s practice as part of the Chicano 

Movement, or more precisely, its restructuring by feminist and LGBTQ critique after its 

late-1960s’ mobilization for the economic, political, and social visibility of Mexican 

Americans. Since Citlali challenges the worker exploitation that capitalist interests ignore 

and make invisible, Irene Mata believes Vasquez’s project creates an alternative mythos, 

a claim supported by the fact that her character is not another white, male superhero.111  

An additional context for Citlali is the alternative comics movement, specifically 

a subgenre representing groups who fail to see themselves reflected in mainstream 

superheroes. Drawing from late-twentieth-century US pop culture, Vasquez repackages 

the self-recognition at the core of the Chicano Movement, a process by which Mexican 

Americans distinguished themselves as an ethno-cultural group in opposition to the 

prospect of assimilating into white, middle-class society.112 Chicano consciousness of a 

shared Mexican-American identity drew from Indigenous, Mexican, and Hispanic 

sources. Documents like the Codex Mendoza, especially its frontispiece illustration of the 

founding of Tenochtitlan, validated a multivalent desire for reclamation and autonomy—

just as these sources had for Clavijero, a Jesuit in exile from his birthplace after the 
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crown expelled his religious order from New Spain.113 Aztlán, the ancestral lands of the 

Mexica prior to their migration to Lake Texcoco, came to represent the nationalist 

aspirations and indigenist affiliations of Chicanos. A symbol of the Chicano nation, 

Aztlán was evoked in a manifesto drafted in 1969 at a conference to rally Mexican-

American youth around the cause of liberation. “El Plan Espiritual de Aztlán” (“The 

Spiritual Plan of Aztlán”) underscored the wrongful loss of homeland initiated by 

colonialism and perpetuated by US imperialism and racism.114 

 

Queering The Tortillera 

Like their counterparts in the Codex Mendoza, Vasquez’s astronauts keep chaos at 

bay through domestic ritual. However, Citlali and her partner dwell far from their home 

planet, seen in the far corner of the collage eclipsing the sun. Mexica girls and women, on 

the other hand, stayed in the calli training for their future by the hearth, while their male 

counterparts went afield. This division of labor largely helped to define gender in ancient 

Mexican society and equated women with their domestic production. Burkhart reveals 

Mexica identity and its markers were “a construct based not so much on intrinsic qualities 

as on attributes and accouterments.”115 To confirm a newborn’s gender in the bathing 

ceremony, for instance, the midwife dressed the baby in specific garments and presented 

the child with the tools of the parent of the same sex as the baby.116 Rosemary Joyce’s 
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study of Mexica life stages confirms children were socialized through strict training to 

assume one of three allowable genders: “potentially reproductive male, potentially 

reproductive female and celibate.”117 Citing Nahua comparisons of newborns to precious 

“raw materials” like ornamental feathers and stones, Joyce applies Judith Butler’s 

theories on gender to describe childhood in ancient Mexican society as a process of 

“boying” or “girling.”118 In texts such as the Codex Mendoza, Joyce deciphers a program 

of discipline imposed on children’s bodies and behavior for the purpose of replicating a 

precedent of respectable adulthood. At thirteen, the Mexica girl in the codex is at the 

“peak of differentiated gender identity,” so her elder verses her in the finishing practices 

that will mold her into a “normal” woman.119  

Routine actions were a primary means for reproducing an ideal Mexica adult. 

Congruent with Butler’s idea of “the social production of embodied existence” through 

repetition of a society’s traditional ways of being, gender was not a given in ancient 

Mexico but taught and acquired through performative, “citational” acts.120 Rising before 

sunrise and spending all morning, every morning, at the grinding stone to feed tortillas to 

her extended family would have been the citational performance of a woman’s life. In 

Citlali: Hechando Tortillas, the Latinas, like their forebears in the codex, prepare 

Mesoamerican ingredients using Indigenous culinary techniques in a domestic scenario 

devoid of male presence, but there is no accompanying binary, “male” scenario to 

support a differential construction of gender. Though the duo also makes a meal by hand, 

the women are not subordinate to a social prescription of labor or personhood. No one 
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instructs Citlali or her companion; they are partners on equal ground. They also defy the 

status of the Mexica teen as an everyday girl or a generic type, because to start, Citlali 

has a name, meaning “star,” or, if combined with certain other Nahuatl words, “comet” or 

the planet Venus.121 A superhero created to represent Latinas, Citlali more than evades 

anonymity or the sense that she conforms to a conservative vision of womanhood. As an 

uber persona, she radiates individuality. 

Part of an offshoot of “womyn’s” and “grrrl’s” comics that tackle race, gender, 

and sexuality from minority perspectives,122 Citlali: Hechando Tortillas and similar 

imagery promote Xicanisma by contesting the patriarchal norms, homophobic attitudes, 

and traditional gender roles that the Chicano Movement first espoused. In her essay 

“Queer Aztlán: The Re-formation of Chicano Tribe,” Cherríe Moraga levels a critique of 

the lack of intersectional justice in the early movement: “When ‘El Plan Espiritual de 

Aztlán’ was conceived a generation ago, lesbians and gay men were not envisioned as 

members of the ‘house.’”123 By “house,” she refers to a line in the 1969 manifesto that 

conjures the Mexica calli as community and cosmos writ small. Moraga explains that 

since Chicana lesbians and Chicano gay men had been barred from the “house”—the 

promised land of Aztlán—they sought on their own “to actively redefine familia, cultura, 

and comunidad.” 124 Moraga reports that this rejection of the heterosexism in Chicano 

nationalism reflects an approach more emulative of Amerindian culture: “We have 

formed circles of support and survival, often drawing from the more egalitarian models of 
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Indigenous communities.”125 In her characterization of the feminist and queer revision of 

Chicanismo, Moraga proposes not an abandonment of El Movimiento, rather its revision 

through a commitment to inclusion and a redoubling of its Indigenismo. However, 

statements of this kind do not acknowledge the incommensurability of Xicana feminism 

with Indigenous decolonialism.126 The underexplored intersection of Xicanx and 

Indigenous interests is envisioned by Citlali: Hechando Tortillas as a scene of 

interplanetary settlement by Latina astronauts, echoing historical situations in which, 

despite suffering their own oppression and colonization, Mexicans have been, by force or 

choice, Brown settlers on Amerindian lands.127  

While Citlali: Hechando Tortillas is an expression of Xicanisma, it also maintains 

certain customary attributes and occupations of Mexican-American women. Through the 

Chicana role models in her collage, Vasquez selectively cites the conservative femininity 

that the Mexica girl in the Codex Mendoza performs out of duty to family and state. The 

same-sex couple partially assimilates into heteronormative structures of domesticity and 

feminine labor, but Vasquez distinguishes femme from feminine. Femme-performing 

women, such as Citlali’s aproned companion, subvert heteronormative conceptions of 

gender by inhabiting the traditional female identity in a non-heterosexual relationship, 

role-playing and consciously performing femininity instead of relating to it as a natural 

given.128 In appearances in which Citlali exhibits defined musculature and a 

confrontational attitude, the performance studies scholar Deanna Shoemaker reads her 
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performance as “macha femme,” a persona blending the hyper-masculine “macho” 

stereotype with powerful, yet feminine women of color like the artist’s mother and 

aunts.129 This queering of empowerment harkens back to the Mexica concept of rulership 

in which a male leader channels the female persona in a symbolic marriage. The 

discriminating way in which Vasquez’s subjects engage in citational performance extends 

to their space-traveler lifestyle. Despite their technological capacities, the characters live 

a partly vintage lifestyle; they have a 1970s’-style, avocado-green kitchen, listen to an 

antique radio, and make a meal from scratch instead of resorting to freeze-dried food. 

 

Decolonizing Diets And Worldmaking 

Citlali: Hechando Tortillas echoes the kitchen scene in the heroine’s origin story, 

“For Those Seeking Signs of Intelligent Life,” throwing its reference to interplanetary 

tortilla-making into physical relief. Instead of painting tortillas, Vasquez sculpted three-

dimensional versions of all the ingredients as well as the hand-held cookware, the 

molcajete and skillet. These objects appear as miniature proxies like furnishings in a 

doll’s house. The switch from acrylic to clay underscores the tortillas and the culinary 

practices and affords a closer proximity to lived life. By sculpting the flatbreads, the artist 

manually cites the hands-on labor of patting out tortillas, vivifying this domestic ritual. 

Unlike the women in the Codex Mendoza, Vasquez’s tortilleras support their own remote 

venture instead of their male counterparts’. But why does a contemporary Xicanx 

feminist cite a culinary practice that for ages has confined women to the kitchen?  
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Vasquez sustains tortilla-making to mend historical discontinuity and envision a 

better way forward. Along with the pressures on first-generation Mexican Americans to 

assimilate by speaking only English, for example, or eating French fries instead of 

nopales, a cause of this discontinuity can be intuited by looking at the fate of the tortilla 

in Mexico. During the twentieth century, modernization introduced the radical innovation 

of molino de nixtamal, maize ground by a mill rather than by hand.130 On the heels of 

industrializing tortilla-making came its commodification by masa de harina, dried maize 

flour, often called by the name of the most popular brand, Maseca.131 Widely available by 

the 1970s, this revolutionary product requires only water and a machine for it to be 

transformed into stacks of tortillas ready for purchase by the household grocery 

shopper.132 While this innovation greatly reduces the time it takes for human hands to 

make tortillas, the impact of this standardization on the social fabric of Mexico, a culture 

where making tortillas from scratch has organized family life since ancient times, is 

daunting to calculate. Exacerbating this “desecration of tortilla life” are the effects 

wrought by NAFTA, a treaty whose terms went into effect in 1994 and opened the 

Mexican market to cheap corn from the United States, rupturing homegrown economies 

of farmers, mill owners, and tortilla makers and unraveling community and familial ties 

in the process.133 

A proponent of the recent “Decolonize Your Diet” movement, Vasquez involves 

food in a reparative mission to benefit her community and, in the words of José Esteban 
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Muñoz, overcome “the stultifying temporal logic of a broken-down present.”134 In the 

example of the tortilla, the logic of the present means sacrificing the social importance of 

this staple by commodifying a symbol of familial and communal bonds for convenience 

and profit. The transition to a commercialized system of food production has also 

wrought ill effects on the health and wellness of Mexicans and Mexican Americans. In 

their cookbook Decolonize Your Diet, Calvo and Esquibel intersperse recipes with a 

manifesto-like passages on the revolutionary act of eating like a Mesoamerican. The 

authors cite the health benefits of adopting pre-colonial dietary habits: “The simple foods 

of the land, which form the basis of indigenous heritage diets, have historically protected 

us against and prevented the very diseases—diabetes, heart disease, high blood pressure, 

some cancers—that now threaten our communities’ health.”135 

The temporal hybridity of Citlali: Hechando Tortillas falls within a mode of 

artistic production circumscribed by Muñoz in his book Cruising Utopia, which theorizes 

a queer aesthetics of an idealistic bent that insist on the concrete potentiality of a future, 

more pleasurable and, in this instance, more nourishing than the present. For his project, 

Muñoz enlists Heidegger as a theoretical source because of a correspondence between the 

German philosopher’s idea of historicity and Muñoz’s own enunciation of queerness: “a 

temporal arrangement in which the past is a field of possibility in which subjects can act 

in the present in the service of a new futurity.”136 Following this time-leaping trajectory, 

Citlali: Hechando Tortillas is a queer proposition that casts “a backward glance that 
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enacts a future vision”137 and factors in the inevitability of change, thereby avoiding a 

utopia based wholly on essential factors.  

Similar to the framing of the Codex Mendoza as an Hispanized portrait of pre-

Hispanic life in terms of its collaborative production, materiality, expressive modes, and 

intended viewership, Citlali: Hechando Tortillas is a cultural and aesthetic hybrid. The 

open-air kitchen is like the outdoor Mexican cocina, but it has a suburban design with 

modern appliances and sits on a different planet. Ancient, current, and speculative time 

mingle in this vision of mestiza identity surviving into the future. Vasquez’s choice of 

clay, a material associated with the earth and earthenware like the olla in the tortilla-

making scene of the Codex Mendoza, suggests a material affinity to land, an assertion 

made often in expressions of Chicano ethnonationalism. The image of the clay tortillas 

orbiting a foreign planet, however, does not conform to a nostalgic vision of Aztlán or a 

mythic past of some kind. According to Vazquez’s vision, making and sharing 

indigenous foods is a scenario accommodating Xicanx identity, which she does not 

essentialize by insisting it remain rooted to a particular place. Making tortillas and cutting 

noples are adaptable practices with the potentiality for anyone at any time to cohabit a 

world of memory and sensation with one’s immediate and ancestral communities. Like 

other Latinx creators of speculative fiction analyzed by Gabriela Nuñez, Vasquez 

considers “how indigenous epistemologies might be politically transformative in the 

present by imagining speculative and futuristic scenarios of how food systems affect the 

daily lives of Latin@s.”138 Eating the healthy diet of one’s First American ancestors 

 
137 Ibid., 4. 
138 Gabriela Nuñez, “The Future of Food? Indigenous Knowledges and Sustainable Food Systems in 
Latin@ Speculative Fiction,” in Altermundos: Latin@ Speculative Literature, Film, and Popular Culture, 
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cumulatively counts as a decolonizing move, retroactively righting a past wrong for the 

sake of a more sustainable tomorrow.   

According to the cyclical conception of time in ancient Mexico, “the individual’s 

future is ruled by the collective past; the individual does not construct his future, rather 

the future is revealed.”139 The Codex Mendoza concerns what has passed and what will 

come to pass—or what has been predestined and its potential disruption by aberrant 

behavior or intervention by an outside power. Vasquez imagines continuity by projecting 

a scenario in which the consumption of tortillas and nopales has persisted along with the 

daily rhythms and social bonding their preparation engenders. In another engagement 

with Heideggerian existentialism, Mariana Ortega augments modern phenomenology 

with Latina feminism and the day-to-day disruptions of marginalized selves. Ortega 

adopts Heidegger’s idea of projection—“what we all do by virtue of being human….that 

is, to exist is to project ourselves toward future possibilities”—and integrates it into her 

conception of being as a process.140 Ortega believes Heidegger and Gloria Anzaldúa both 

use projection to define the self instead of subscribing to a substantial being “whose 

possibilities and characteristics are preset.”141 In Ortega’s opinion, the self as an entity in 

process, making forward-thinking choices, needs rounding out by Anzaldúa’s conception 

of the new mestiza, for the way she emphasizes the self as being thrown, “always 

 
ed. Cathryn Josefina Merla-Watson and B. V. Olguín, vol. 41 (Los Angeles: UCLA Chicano Studies 
Research Center Press, 2017), 236. 
139 Todorov, The Conquest of America, 69. Todorov explains the Mexica interpreted events in terms of “the 
preestablished order of universal harmony, which is to be reestablished.” 
140 Mariana Ortega, In-Between: Latina Feminist Phenomenology, Multiplicity, and the Self (Albany, NY: 
SUNY Press, 2016), 52. 
141 Ibid. 
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already” in a world with existing “power relations” and disparate levels of “economic, 

cultural, and societal ‘theres.’”142 

One of the “theres” into which Chicanx and queer identities are thrown is an 

alienated and alien status, made literal by the hovering UFO and its green pilot in Citlali: 

Hechando Tortillas. Ortega describes Anzaldúa’s new mestizo as a being “thrown in the 

US-Mexico borderlands” where she “has to negotiate her various social identities in this 

complex in-between territory.”143 The Indigenous of New Spain also contended with an 

other-than-human designation, as I discuss in the next chapter, and, at the time of the 

painting of the Codex Mendoza, were negotiating new identities to survive. The 

producers of the codex lived what Citlali imagines: two worlds, European and 

Amerindian, colliding and encountering the great unknown in each other. Similar to 

Vasquez’s Chicanofuturist vision of Indigenous culture thriving in a context of 

technological advancement and space settlement, the Codex Mendoza is a case made by 

activists for their inclusion and humanity in the new colonial regime, an answer to the 

looming question: what of the autochthonous culture, economy, and society would be 

maintained and why? As Gómez-Tejada explains, “the potential political charge of a 

genealogical, tributary, and social manuscript,” like the codex, “could potentially validate 

a patron’s social or political position and perhaps argue in favor of the social, civilized 

standing of a whole nation in the face of foreign domination.”144  

 

 

 
142 Ibid., 53. 
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Conclusion 

The Codex Mendoza and Citlali: Hechando Tortillas y Cortando Nopales en 

Outer Space illustrate the continuity of the makers’ culture within a speculative order. 

Both images project a scenario in which an oppressed identity persists, but in a mediated 

and acclimated form. The last section of the codex is a moral and didactic self-portrayal 

of ancient Mexican society featuring aspects of Mexica life valued by the tlacuiloque and 

their Spanish audience, such as demarcated gender roles, and omitting or disguising other 

facets, such as its religious practices. Citlali: Hechando Tortillas stages Mesoamerican 

foodways amidst the starlit setting of a Chicanofuturist narrative. Vasquez selectively 

cites the traditional domestic roles of women in hopes of reconnecting her community, 

including its queer constituents, with a fragment of their ancestry. Her future projection 

navigates the essentialisms that were previously the basis for excluding individuals from 

the house of Aztlán. Responding to an uncertain and unwholesome present, both images 

are projections extrapolated from curated visions of the Indigenous past. The staple food, 

the tortilla, and its daily ritual production consecrate space as “home” for the Mexica 

represented in the codex and the mestizas in Citlali: Hechando Tortillas. 
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Chapter 2 

“May You give us now our daily tortillas”: A Comparison of Indios Otomies que van 

a la feria and Indigurrito 

 

About two centuries after the making of the Codex Mendoza, the theme of 

Indigenous family economics reemerges in Mexico City in a casta portrait. Limited to the 

viceroyalties of New Spain and Peru during the eighteenth century, casta is an artistic 

genre related to the colonial sistema de castas. Scholars debate the details and even the 

existence of this race-based class system, including the question of why Mexican artists 

featured mixed-race individuals, or castas, in hundreds of Baroque-style paintings until 

1800. Lacking a stated purpose for this imagery, most interpretations view it as an 

attempt to classify the budding heterogeneity of Spain’s American territories. As fictive 

genealogies, cuadros de casta seemingly articulate a pseudo-scientific basis for racial 

constructions constitutive of a social hierarchy.  

Completed around 1725, Indios Otomies que van a la feria (Fig. 2.1) is an early 

example of the genre featuring pure indigeneity rather than miscegenation. This oil 

painting by Juan Rodríguez Juárez (1667–1734) uses the tortilla to define Amerindians in 

nutritive terms according to medieval European notions of the physiognomic role of food. 

Similar to the tortilleras of Chapter 1, Rodríguez Juárez’s portrayal is an idealization, but 

one that essentializes its Indigenous subjects, rendering them avatars of colonialist 

concerns. My analysis builds on evaluations of casta art as a reflection of the anxieties 

and values of New Spain’s elite, and poses this representation as precursory to the 

colonial desires targeted by the Mexican-American artist Nao Bustamante in her 1992 

performance, Indigurrito. To apprehend these two portrayals of the Amerindian, spaced 
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apart widely in time, theorizing their viewer reception is critical. The casta painting and 

this performance use “native” fare to invoke the Indigenous for an audience with 

strikingly similar interests.  

 

Figure 2.1: Juan Rodríguez Juárez, Indios Otomies que van a la feria (Otomi Indians on the Way to the 
Fair). ca. 1725. Oil on canvas. Mexico. 

 

 

In Indigurrito, Bustamante makes a charade of institutional overtures to reckoning 

with the colonial past and Indigenous suffering. Although the staging of Indigurrito 

antedates the prevalence of decolonial terminology—terms that have gained currency just 

within the last few years—Bustamante’s performance functions as a parody of the more 

dubious uses of this Indigenous critique. In contrast to the radicality of decolonial 
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critique, state-sponsored multiculturalism has a reputation as a flaccid half measure. The 

diversity initiatives of multicultural claims enact a “politics of inclusion,” explains Walter 

Mignolo, but this form of recognition by governments and elite institutions absorbs the 

socially marginalized into neoliberal and global capitalist systems, while diffusing the 

impetus of liberation movements and reproducing the hegemonic structures established 

by colonialism.145 On this point, Eve Tuck and K. Wayne Yang agree with Mignolo, 

conveying their skepticism of “a ‘multicultural approach to oppressions.’”146 Not long 

after institutions began enacting the tenets of multiculturalism in the late 1980s, 

Bustamante confronted the negative and homogenizing effects of such policies. I contend 

this artist exposes what Tuck and Yang call “a move to innocence” through the 

performance’s mocking capitulation to the demand of artists of color to equate their 

marginal status with that of another group and thus collapse their different struggles.  

 

Casta Painting In Context: A Portrait Of The Artist And His Audience  

A typical casta project consists of a sequence of sixteen or fewer pictures in 

discrete panels within one piece or as separate paintings on canvas or copperplate. Each 

part of the series depicts an individual, or more commonly, a one-child family. The initial 

image is usually of an affluent couple, a European man and an Indigenous woman with 

their offspring, and the rest of the series visualizes the genealogical development of their 

progeny through various interracial couplings. Many of the paintings include script 

defining the castas and their racialized composition: De español y de india, produce 

mestizo (Spaniard and Indian Produce a Mestizo), De español y de negra, produce mulato 

 
145 Mignolo and Walsh, On Decoloniality, 57–58. 
146 Tuck and Yang, “Decolonization Is Not a Metaphor,” 19. 
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(Spaniard and Black Produce a Mulatto), De mulato y mestiza, produce mulato torna 

atrás (Mulatto and Mestiza Produce a Mulatto Return-Backwards), etc. Achieving 

upward mobility in the sistema de castas or losing rank (“return-backwards”) were 

theoretically possible for one’s descendants, depending on the race of one’s partner. The 

casta scenarios imply the lighter-skinned stood to increase their social standing, while 

apparent Indian or African heritage meant a downgrade. According to María Elena 

Martínez, this system derived from the obsession with limpieza de sangre (“purity of 

blood”) that developed in Spain during the Castilian persecution of Jews and Muslims.147 

Part of a series of sixteen casta paintings by Rodríguez Juárez,148 Indios Otomies 

depicts members of an Indigenous group who at the time of the Spanish conquest lived in 

northern and central Mexico, where Otomí communities continue to reside today. Unlike 

the images discussed in Chapter 1, this is a portrait of a family, not just of women, and 

eating is spotlighted, not the implacably female-gendered task of tortilla-making. In the 

picture, the child bites into a large, rolled-up tortilla. His gaze meets the viewer’s, but his 

lively expression is inscrutable. It is difficult to tell whether he is simply chewing, 

shooting a bratty look, or grimacing at his humble meal or his parents’ hurry. The mother 

and father are much less animated than their child: their eyes are obscured and fixed 

downward to the task at hand. Flecked with highlights, the boy’s nose, cheeks, and teeth 

contrast sharply with the shaded upper half of his face. All five of his fingers clutching 

the tortilla are articulated. Mottled brown to indicate time spent on a comal, the illumined 

tortilla brackets the bottom of the composition along with the sunlit forearm of the father. 

 
147 María Elena Martínez, Genealogical Fictions: Limpieza de Sangre, Religion, and Gender in Colonial 
Mexico (Stanford, CA: Stanford University Press, 2008), 1. 
148 This work is part of the collection of the Denver Art Museum. See “Extended Info” by Donna Pierce: 
https://denverartmuseum .org/object/2013.300#15424-panel-1. 
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The man’s extensor muscles ripple down toward the edge of the canvas; before gliding 

off the surface, the viewer’s gaze is drawn up to something in his hand and then to his 

other hand holding a rooster. The bird’s tail feathers arc over to the boy with the tortilla, 

where the eye rests, possessing what the child with teeth whiter than eggshell is rushed to 

consume.  

“Indios Otomites que ban [sic] ala Feria” inscribed on the background of blue sky 

with scattered clouds announces the family are on their way to a fair or market. Brown 

hens with crimson wattles and combs pack the wooden coop strapped to the man’s 

back—the rooster he carries is a fighting cock149—and chicken eggs fill the lacquered 

gourd cradled by the woman. Why did Rodríguez Juárez emphasize the snacking Otomí 

child and not his parents’ poultry trade? After all, Indigenous agricultural production 

significantly contributed to New Spain meeting its tributary requirements. Instead of a 

nibble of a New World starch, the Mesoamerican lacquerware full of fresh eggs could 

have been another focus of the composition.150 Noteworthy craft items in the painting 

also include the wife’s blouse possibly decorated with the embroidery for which the 

Otomí are renowned, or her shawl, the red rebozo dyed with a pigment extracted from an 

insect, the cochineal, which at the time was demanded by textile makers and master 

painters in Europe.151 Attempts to hypothesize why Rodríguez Juárez put the child’s 

consumption of a tortilla on center stage necessitate a deeper consideration of the casta 

genre.  

 
149 Donna Pierce, “Otomi Indians on the Way to the Fair (Indios Otomies Que van a La Feria),” Denver Art 
Museum, 2015. https://denverartmuseum.org/object/2013.300. 
150 Ibid. 
151 Ibid. 
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In the context of the sistema de castas, the painting Indios Otomies portrays a 

subordinate group characterized by an artist of the second-highest class of New Spain. 

Casta painters were primarily Españoles, men either born in Spain or descended from an 

unmixed Spanish-born family, or specifically, criollos, American-born men of Spanish 

descent. Ilona Katzew attributes the establishment of the casta prototype in 1711 to the 

Arellano family of artists.152 In her book Casta Painting: Images of Race in Eighteenth-

Century Mexico, Katzew explains the artists guild system in New Spain encouraged the 

bequest of stylistic and thematic conventions. This tightknit association within the 

academies inspired Rodríguez Juárez to follow the Arellanos’ example and produce his 

own series devoted to the theme of racial typology.153 Rodríguez Juárez himself belonged 

to a dynasty of artists based in the capital of the viceroyalty. His father, Antonio 

Rodríguez, and his brother, Nicolás, were also established painters. Juan’s great-great-

grandfather, Luis Juárez, born in 1585, had trained in the Mexico City workshop of the 

Basque Spanish painter Baltasar de Echave Orio, whose Counter-Reformation style, 

including a Flemish attention to detail, was passed down through the Juárez family 

line.154 Echave Orio has invited comparisons to Guercino,155 whose career spanned the 

first half of the seventeenth century. The Caravaggesque naturalism of this Italian painter 

bears a resemblance to the dramatic chiaroscuro found in the work of Juan Rodríguez 

Juárez.  

 
152 Katzew, Casta Painting, 10. 
153 Ibid., 9, 15. 
154 “Luis Juarez: Mexico 1585-1636 / The Marriage of the Virgin (Los Desposorios de La Virgen),” Figge 
Art Museum, accessed April 18, 2019, https://figgeartmuseum.org/art/collections/item/the-marriage-of-the 
-virgin-los-desposorios-de-la-virgen-950006/374. 
155 Augustus Van Cleef, “Baltasar De Echave,” in The Catholic Encyclopedia (New York: Robert Appleton 
Company, 1909), http://www.newadvent.org/cathen/05270b.htm. 
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Casta painting in general bears the hallmarks of the Baroque—movement, 

naturalistic design, high-contrast modeling, theatrical staging of events and figures—

stylistic features ideal for crafting a vivid narrative. Katzew believes the anecdotal bent of 

casta art is modeled on Catholic hagiography. This tradition of pictorial saintly biography 

was invaluable to the missionaries in disseminating knowledge of the Christian faith 

throughout the Spanish colonies. According to Katzew, casta painters adopted this 

episodic convention to envision “the process of miscegenation that took place in 

Mexico,” and the serial illustration of their subjects became an artistic “paradigm for the 

colony’s hybrids that could easily be remembered and invoke various associations.”156 

Colonial artists were free to “innovate and experiment with the iconography of the casta 

images,” Magali Marie Carrera explains, because guild authorities did not regulate this 

genre as they did ecclesiastic or official portrait painting.157 Free from the conventions of 

venerating saints and martyrs, artists had the cornucopia of the local material culture from 

which to select emblems to help identify the castas—much like the ladder, hammer, and 

other Arma Christi corresponding to Jesus’ Passion or the lily symbolizing Mary’s 

virginity.158 Along with distinctive settings and activities, clothing, crafts, tools, and 

foods indicate a racial identity attached to a position in the sistema de castas. As sites of 

production of a New World hagiography, casta portraits are Baroque-style allegories that 

 
156 Katzew, Casta Painting, 63. 
157 Magali Marie Carrera, Imagining Identity in New Spain: Race, Lineage, and the Colonial Body in 
Portraiture and Casta Paintings, Joe R. and Teresa Lozano Long Series in Latin American and Latino Art 
and Culture (Austin, TX: University of Texas Press, 2003), 49. 
158 Katzew notes that compared to casta paintings produced earlier in the eighteenth century, later examples 
of the genre include more still-life studies—a trend she attributes to factors like local pride and “Europe’s 
desire for the exotic” (Casta Painting, 109). However, Francisco Bethencourt asserts Rodríguez Juárez’s 
casta series of 1725 “already stresses different clothes, hairstyles, headdresses, and in some cases, 
professional activity in order to identify the castes.” Racisms: From the Crusades to the Twentieth Century 
(Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2013), 164. 
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comprehend the civic body and its individual constituents. However, these pictures detail 

a pseudo-ethnography because they adhere to an ideological typology. The genre is not 

documentation, but the reification of self-directed interests served by a hierarchy based 

on class, race, and gender.  

Understanding the interests at stake in casta painting requires learning more about 

its audience and their relationship to these works. Regarding the purpose of this art, 

Katzew’s literature review cites an earlier scholar of the genre, María Concepción García 

Sáiz, who proposed these pictures were a kind of souvenir for European visitors based on 

how many wound up in collections abroad.159 Katzew finds this explanation too 

reductive, but Martínez affirms several series were commissioned by colonial 

administrators to be sent overseas as gifts or institutional acquisitions to be displayed 

alongside the jewelry, rocks, fossils, flora, preserved wildlife, mummies, and other New 

World curiosities in the Royal Cabinet of Natural History in Madrid.160 To varying 

degrees, most scholars connect casta imagery to a burgeoning interest in classification, a 

desire for categorized data that extended a Wunderkammer craving for exotic specimens 

to demographic illustrations of the Americas. Historian Rebecca Earle agrees casta art 

corresponds to the era’s focus on classification, but she reminds us taxonomic endeavors 

are a source of enjoyment. In the Age of Enlightenment, the satisfaction inspired by a 

catalogue of natural specimens was not disassociated from “the sentimental appreciation 

of a novel or a painting.”161 As with art and literature, the impetus for scientific study was 

thought to flow from feelings, “noble sentiments,” and “the deep reservoirs of sensibility 

 
159 Ibid., 1. 
160 Martínez, Genealogical Fictions, 227. 
161 Rebecca Earle, “The Pleasures of Taxonomy: Casta Paintings, Classification, and Colonialism,” The 
William and Mary Quarterly 73, no. 3 (July 30, 2016): 464. 
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that animated the human spirit.”162 Katzew concedes the genre’s “conflation of the 

colony’s local products with its variegated population” might have fed European 

curiosity and acquisitiveness.163 Adding to this impression, many of the artists eventually 

began numbering items in their compositions and inserting classification keys as though 

compiling field guides.  

Not all of the casta cycles ended up in Europe. Some examples remained in 

Mexico, lending credence to the argument made by Katzew and other researchers that 

this imagery is an “identification with the local,” an expression of criollismo, or the pride 

of the Creole elite for their American home, which developed partly as a reaction against 

their class inferiority to the Peninsulares, colonists born on the Iberian Peninsula.164 

Christa Olson agrees that casta art redirects “the topos of scientific authority” and 

“assumptions about European intellectual superiority” away from “Spanish authority and 

toward an emerging sense of Creole American identity.”165 Nina M. Scott acknowledges 

the paintings register an Enlightenment fetish for taxonomy, but discerns in their 

representations of endemic scenery, characters, and products a simultaneous stirring of 

national consciousness. For example, Scott sees Mexican self-affirmation in the 

ostentatious display of a pineapple in the painting De Español y India, Mestiza (From a 

Spaniard and an Indian Woman, Mestiza; 1763) by Miguel Cabrera, a mestizo himself 

whose casta portraiture many consider the finest of the genre.166 Scott suspects, even 

though this tropical fruit was widely available in Mexico, Cabrera calculated its inclusion 

 
162 Ibid., 465. 
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would impress viewers from Europe, where pineapples were a premium treat symbolizing 

foreign luxury.167 In Scott’s readings of casta imagery, the presentation of certain foods 

and culinary episodes belie the criollismo noted by Katzew and Olson and even the 

imminent turn toward political independence.168  

Scott intuits a dormant nationalism in depictions of not only the high-ranking but 

also the lower castas. In general, a casta series begins with the upper classes, and, in some 

cases, as the sequence descends the social ladder, food and particularly its preparation 

come to the fore. These scenes frequently situate women who look more Indigenous or 

African in culinary scenarios, reflecting the reality that these groups were tasked with 

cooking in the absence of European women in the viceroyalty.169 Some of these kitchen 

dramas juxtapose local gastronomy with domestic disturbance, explains Scott, who refers 

to an example in which “a black woman is about to clout an obviously frightened 

Spaniard” with a molinillo, or chocolate whisk.170 In such scenes, Scott reads the trope of 

Spanish men losing the upper hand to their Black partners as a metaphor equating an 

unruly domestic situation with eroding overseas governance and waning peninsular 

sovereignty.171 This inchoate nativism finds an echo in the previous discussion of 

Francisco Clavijero and his historical recovery of Mexico through painted manuscripts 

like the Codex Mendoza. A project contemporaneous with casta painting in its heyday, 

Clavijero’s Historia Antigua de Mexico conveys “‘creole patriotism’” in its “‘defense of 
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the Americas vis-a-vis European thinkers,’” establishing the exiled Jesuit as “‘a 

forerunner of Mexican Independence.’”172  

Whether cataloguing the Americas and their inhabitants in the spirit of the 

Enlightenment or asserting a sense of belonging and self-determination, the makers and 

viewers of casta art encountered a refraction of their own curiosity and ambitions. Olson 

maintains the genre mirrors “the complex of self-understandings, aspirations, and 

anxieties of the elite who were its creators and its audience.”173 Olson’s mention of angst 

refers to a top-down trepidation over what Francisco Bethencourt terms the “ethnic 

instability” of mestizaje.174 An affect of casta art is a sticky apprehension surrounding the 

question: would New Spain eventually skew toward non-European and non-white? 

Rachel Laudan and Jeffrey M. Pilcher consider casta painting a mental strategy to 

stabilize social divisions against a yeasty backdrop of racial mixing.175  

While casta art typecasts its subjects, overgeneralizing their traits and grading 

their capacities, prompting viewers to extrapolate a racial typology with which to 

conceive a colonial hierarchy, these images play to more than one fear. Pierre Mayol’s 

analysis in the follow-up volume to Michel de Certeau’s The Practice of Everyday Life 

sheds light on this compulsion to imaginatively systematize a diversity of bodies and 

cultures. Although Mayol wrote about working-class Paris in the 1970s, his theorization 

of city living is pertinent to New Spain in the 1700s. In fact, coloniality amplifies a 
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central issue in his writing on urban coexistence: the tension between private space, 

where we know ourselves and know ourselves to be known, and public space, where we 

strive to overcome anonymity. Mayol’s definition of a neighborhood is “mastery of the 

social environment” through “cultural practices” that render inhabitants socially visible to 

themselves and others.176 Ideally, hearth and street connect through routine, assimilation, 

and “processes of recognition—identification.”177 If the public domain does not undergo 

this “privatization,” meaning “consumption” of or inscription of the self onto urban 

space, there are losses, including the concrete and symbolic benefits gained from 

behaving “well” through dress, manners, and other modes of “the social contract.”178 This 

problematic divide in the colonial context elicits an exaggeration of organizational 

responses, which casta painting perhaps best illustrates. The family portraits translate 

disparate social behaviors, codes, and “neighbors” at the intimate level to “privatize” 

space for the elite at the viceregal level.  

Bethencourt explains the social taxonomy in casta painting manifests an inner 

crisis, the existential problem of members of the dominant class who felt insecure about 

their own self-definition, given “noble titles or established local aristocratic genealogy” 

no longer factored into the colony’s flexible system of mobility.179 In Europe, class 

distinction did not require so much conscious deliberation. Laudan and Pilcher concur the 

boundaries stratifying Mexican society were porous, allowing upward and downward 

mobility to occur regardless of birth, much to the unease of the elite.180 Mayol establishes 
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the contingency of individual and group identity on assuming “a position in the network 

of social relations inscribed in the environment.”181 As much as casta portraiture 

stereotypes the lower castes, it defines the higher echelons, encouraging its members to 

distinguish themselves from those of the lower ranks. Like Section 3 of the Codex 

Mendoza in which a division of chores helps to “boy” or “girl” Mexica children, 

portrayals of castas abiding by or straying from norms construct socioracial identities 

through differentiation of New Spain’s inhabitants.  

 

The Essence Of Los Indios  

Typical of the casta genre, most of the cycle painted by Rodríguez Juárez in 1725 

focuses on interracial couples and the genesis of the various castas. However, Indios 

Otomies features a purely Indigenous family, which brings into play considerations other 

than those addressed by casta scholars who have focused mainly on miscegenation. In the 

sistema de castas, Amerindians were relegated to the bottommost level. The Peninsulares 

positioned themselves atop the social pyramid, followed by criollos, while castas and 

Blacks occupied intermediate positions. This hierarchy had exceptions augmenting the 

fluidity of its categories that gave upper-level members such unease. People of African 

descent suffered from a particular kind of injustice since Europeans associated them with 

the institution of slavery. Spanish Christians disavowed that anyone who might be 

enslaved could convert to Catholicism and thereby become an equal under God; freedom 

was a pre-condition for recognizing someone’s humanity.182 In the case of Amerindian 

nobles, some caciques and principales evaded the commoners’ lot because colonial 
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leaders appreciated and recognized their pre-Hispanic ancestors had belonged to the 

ruling class.183 However, the vast majority of Indigenous people including the Otomí, 

whom the Mexica had subordinated before the conquest, worked as agricultural and 

unskilled laborers to pay the bulk of the colony’s tribute to the Spanish Crown.184  

According to Martínez, contact with the New World had raised debates among 

Europeans of whether the Indigenous were of “the same nature” as themselves.185 The 

makers of the Codex Mendoza had hoped to answer this question in the affirmative (if, in 

fact, their efforts had been in line with Bartolomé de las Casas’ indigenist campaign). By 

the early 1600s, the Spanish had concluded los indios “were not of a separate nature than 

other human beings—inferior, perhaps, but not fundamentally distinct.”186 However, in 

her description of the casta genre as a “secularized recasting of Christian mythology,” 

Martínez also explains not only do the family portraits reproduce Trinitarian imagery, 

they also re-enact the Christian “fall from grace” and demonstrate the supposed 

degenerative effects of corrupting Spanish blood through sexual reproduction with 

Amerindians and Blacks.187 Clearly, despite acknowledgment of their human “nature,” 

the status of Indigenous groups in New Spain stayed open to debate and subject to 

renegotiation.  

Did the artist intend Indios Otomies to represent the lowest class to whom the elite 

could see themselves as superior? Bearing in mind the tenuous subjecthood of 

Amerindians and the aversion to their culture by the higher social strata, the viewer might 

 
183 Katzew, Casta Painting, 43. Katzew explains caciques were “the legitimate successors of prehispanic 
rulers” and principales were descendants of “prehispanic nobility.” 
184 Ibid., p. 39. 
185 Martínez, Genealogical Fictions, 200. 
186 Ibid. 
187 Ibid., 235. 
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find this family portrait an unflattering representation. Unlike the upper castas who dress 

lavishly and enjoy leisure time in another painting in this series (Fig. 2.2), the Otomí 

family toils for subsistence. They rush to market and have no moment to spare, not even 

to allow their child to stop and eat his meal. A supplementary source of their income is 

cockfighting, a business that polite society in New Spain frowned upon, though 

authorities mostly tolerated it for the colonial revenue it generated.188 Apply this filter of 

European superiority to the portion of the composition with the most visual appeal and 

the child eating his tortilla becomes a caricature. Any sympathy a viewer might feel for 

the simplicity, lack of ceremony, or haste of his meal becomes patronizing due to the 

excess of the boy’s expressiveness. Does this presumed stereotype of the Otomí include 

their consumption of tortillas? According to Laudan and Pilcher, caste groups were 

associated with certain foods.189 The eating habits of the criollos and upper castas were 

entangled with twin complementary drives: to command the privileges enjoyed by los 

Españoles and to disassociate from the ethnic trappings of los indios.190 Since the elite 

avoided native items like tortillas, which they associated with indigeneity and poverty,191 

the original audience for this portrait would have turned their noses up at the boy’s 

flatbread.  

 

 
188 Katzew, Casta Painting, 112. 
189 Laudan and Pilcher, “Chiles, Chocolate, and Race,” 62. 
190 Ibid. 
191 Pilcher, Planet Taco, 44. 
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Figure 2.2: Juan Rodríguez Juárez, Español y india produce mestizo (Spaniard and Indian Produce a 
Mestizo). ca. 1725. Oil on canvas. Mexico. 

 

 

As markers of race in a stratified society, the skin tones of casta subjects as well 

as their behaviors and trappings correspond to social constructions. Specifically, the 

coexistence of dark complexions and local foods in casta painting signifies a reduced 

status. Along with the physiognomies, behaviors, fashions, and modes of work and 

leisure featured in this art, food also factored into the Spanish conception of racial and 

class identity. Based on a review of Iberian laws from the late Middle Ages—particularly 

the statutes of limpieza de sangre underpinning Spain’s system of discrimination against 

conversos or “New Christians”—Martínez infers the Spanish assigned a determinant role 

to food in shaping not only physiology, but also one’s moral and psychological make-
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up.192 Theories inherited from Iberia tended to conflate culture and biology and held both 

accountable for the inheritance of beliefs and behavior. Ideas formulated through 

medieval-era adaptations of ancient Greek science averred that food absorbed into the 

body transformed into blood, which in turn transmuted to other fluids like semen, 

menses, and breast milk.193 This association with blood, which transmitted natural traits 

according to popular Spanish understandings of physical inheritance, led to breast milk 

becoming “one of the main metaphors of cultural and biological contagion.”194  

In her book The Body of the Conquistador: Food, Race and the Colonial 

Experience in Spanish America, 1492–1700, Earle makes the case that the Spanish 

believed that diet determined “both their character and their very corporeality, and it was 

food, more than anything else, that made European bodies different from Amerindian 

bodies.”195 Earle disputes the common assertion that the colonists credited environmental 

conditions such as climate with exerting the greatest influence on health and 

physiognomy; she maintains they placed more emphasis on the effects of food.196 This 

idea, Earle believes, stemmed from the dissemination in Iberia and New Spain of early 

modern texts on the topic of humoralism,197 a system of medicine derived from the 

ancient Greek physicians Hippocrates and Galen. According to the model of humoral 

health, “humors,” or vital fluids such as bile, phlegm, and blood, regulate the human 

body and its “complexion,” referring to both an individual’s physical traits and 

personality. This theory contributed to a popular notion of the human body as being in “a 

 
192 Martínez, Genealogical Fictions, 47–48. 
193 Ibid., 48–49. 
194 Ibid., 55–56. 
195 Rebecca Earle, The Body of the Conquistador: Food, Race and the Colonial Experience in Spanish 
America, 1492–1700 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2012), 2. 
196 Ibid., 4–5. 
197 Ibid., 37.  
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state of constant flux” due to the claim that the humoral balance is highly susceptible to 

alterations of six “non-naturals,” which include climate and food.198 Earle correlates this 

conception of the mutability of the human body to the Spaniards’ ambivalence about 

Mesoamerican ingredients and culinary practices, because they regarded dietary habits as 

a vital contributor not only to how they appeared and behaved, but also to their very 

European-ness. Earle documents this attitude with primary sources such as a sixteenth-

century sermon written by Bernardino de Sahagún in which he urges his Nahua 

congregation to eat what Castilians eat and promises: “‘You will become like them if you 

eat their food.’”199  

The tortilla in Rodríguez Juárez’s painting might have been more than a marker of 

class or culture. It is possible that in the minds of the artist and his audience, eating the 

native starch contributed directly to the child’s indigeneity. The probability of this viewer 

reception increases considering the focus of the genre. These portraits of families 

foreground the children because ostensibly the purpose is to visualize the genesis of the 

various castas. Indios Otomies turns the attention of this series to the existence of 

Amerindians and assigns food a lead role in the origin story of the Otomí—in essence, 

consuming the maize tortilla makes the boy Indian.  

 

Good Indians And Indios Barbaros 

To say casta painting insists only on the superiority of its makers and their 

viewership misses the diversity of interests and affects to which this art catered. While 

these portraits elevate the prestige of its audience at the expense of others, this imagery is 

 
198 Ibid., 26.  
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not all defamation; it also expresses different aspirations. Members of the elite, for 

example, might have contemplated Indios Otomies with a sense of paternalistic pride 

over managing a strong, healthy colony. Instead of showing the exploitative conditions in 

which the colonial Indigenous worked—as the Otomí had done previously under Mexica 

rule and as many of this group do currently in a transnationalized labor market200—this 

illustration envisions a native populace who, though removed from leisurely comforts, 

appears fortified and physically capable of securing the colony’s tribute.  

According to her study of dietary staples in the article “Promoting Potatoes in 

Eighteenth-Century Europe,” Earle explains Enlightenment-era leaders aspired to “new 

models of governance that viewed the inhabitants of a territory as a resource to be 

analyzed, developed, and utilized.”201 Applying Foucault’s concept of biopower, Earle 

demonstrates how public health became an index of national “economic and political 

security.”202 Her history of starches documents ways in which early modern nation states 

pursued an interest in crops capable of cheaply sustaining large populations and fueling 

labor forces. In the context of eighteenth-century New Spain, sustenance from maize will 

presumably allow the Otomí boy with the bright white teeth to grow into a laborer like 

his father, whose flexed forearm visually parallels the tortilla. The placement of the 

rooster and chicken eggs in front of the parents’ sex organs also hints at fertile colonial 

ventures, which were contingent on the reproduction of workers. While Indios Otomies 

 
200 María Eugenia D’Aubeterre Buznego, María Leticia Rivermar Pérez, and Mariana Ortega Breña, “From 
Amate Paper Making to Global Work: Otomí Migration from Puebla to North Carolina,” Latin American 
Perspectives 41, no. 3 (2014): 118–36. 
201 Rebecca Earle, “Promoting Potatoes in Eighteenth-Century Europe,” Eighteenth-Century Studies 51, no. 
2 (2017): 153. https://doi.org/10.1353/ecs.2017.0057. 
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anticipates the biopolitical strategies of modern statecraft,203 child nutrition is a theme 

continuous with the ethnographic account in the Codex Mendoza. The manuscript’s 

repetition of a tortilla glyph symbolizing daily rations and implying food as currency—

chores for daily nourishment—signals an equivalence of vitality between the Mexica city 

state and its individual contributors.  

Olson discourages taking a myopic view of casta art as only “a symbolic 

reassertion of Spanish domination in the face of an increasingly complex and rebellious 

mixed-race society.”204 For instance, Rodríguez Juárez might have chosen the Otomí as 

exemplary indios based on the group’s compatibility with Iberian custom. Dorothy Tanck 

de Estrada identifies “cultural inheritances” that shaped the role of women in colonial 

Mexico during the eighteenth century.205 Norms such as “womanly tasks in the home,” 

“demure conduct,” and “sexual purity” before marriage, Tanck de Estrada says, 

developed from a convergence of “the pre-Hispanic Otomi Indian culture, the Moorish 

tradition present during eight centuries of domination in Spain, and the Spanish Catholic 

culture.”206 In compliance with Christian European gender roles, the compositional 

placement of the boy and his consumption of the tortilla in the sphere of his modestly-

attired Otomí mother assigns her the task of the child’s nourishment.  

 
203 For elaboration on the concept of biopower, see Foucault’s lecture “The Birth of Biopolitics,” in Ethics: 
Subjectivity and Truth, ed. Paul Rabinow, 73–79. (New York: New Press, 1997). In this lecture, he 
establishes biopolitics as “the endeavor, begun in the eighteenth century, to rationalize the problems 
presented to governmental practice by the phenomena characteristic of a group of living human beings 
constituted as a population: health, sanitation, birthrate, longevity, race…” (73). 
204 Olson, “Casta Painting,” 314. 
205 Dorothy Tanck de Estrada, “Who Was Salvadora de Los Santos Ramirez, Otomi Indian?,” in Gender 
and Sexuality in Indigenous North America, 1400-1850, ed. Sandra Slater and Fay A. Yarbrough, ebook 
(Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 2012), 90. 
206 Ibid., 90–91. 
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The Otomí painting depicts Amerindians as best assimilated into New Spain’s 

socioeconomic order as the colonial elite probably dared to hope or fantasize. This family 

portrait appears in stark contrast to the series’ last painting, Indios barbaros (Barbarian 

Indians; Fig. 2.3), of half-naked indios sustaining themselves by bow and arrow rather 

than agriculture.207 Headed to market with their hens and eggs, the Otomí subjects fit into 

a mold of European peasantry. Though their skin is brown, their features, especially the 

mother’s, are Hispanicized. Instead of tribes or extended families, a three-person nuclear 

family order is the prime convention of the casta genre. A desire to comprehend the New 

World in Old World terms might also explain the unusual appearance of the tortilla. More 

evocative of a product made from wheat rather than masa, the rolled-up, oversized 

construction of the Mesoamerican starch recalls a thin loaf of European bread. According 

to Earle, colonists noted the similarity of tortillas to their wheat bread, and some 

associated the maize staple with the sacramental food of the Eucharist. She offers an 

example of this religious correspondence of wheat to maize with a Christian prayer 

translated into Nahuatl in 1637: “May You give us now our daily tortillas.”208  

 

 
207 During the Upper Paleolithic, Mesoamerican societies mostly replaced the bow and arrow with the atlatl 
and the spear, which were the predominant weapons in Postclassic Mexico at the time of the Spanish 
conquest.  
208 Earle, The Body of the Conquistador, 150. 
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Figure 2.3: Juan Rodríguez Juárez, Indios barbaros (Barbarian Indians). ca. 1715.  
Oil on canvas. Mexico. 

 

 

Given the scarcity of primary sources related to the creation and reception of casta 

art, it is impossible to verify Rodríguez Juárez’s purpose in painting Indios Otomies or to 

measure the full scope of contemporary reactions to this picture. The point is to consider 

the strong possibility that the social context and ideologies of eighteenth-century Mexico 

would have produced multivalent readings of this work—much more so than its 

appearance or even its association with the sistema de castas would suggest. Constituting 

a period eye based on the subject positions of the original viewers of casta painting has 

proven a useful interpretive method.209 Scholars inform their analyses of casta art with 

 
209 Katzew, Casta Painting, 9. Katzew comments on the methodologies typically used by herself and other 
scholars to analyze casta painting. In combination with art history and social history, reception theory helps 
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the experiences and mindset of its makers and audiences, whose situation mirrored the 

mestizas’ in Citlali: Hechando Tortillas y Cortando Nopales en Outer Space—dominion 

over a terrain spatially and culturally far removed from home. Such conditions imply 

casta artists creatively navigated a landscape of ethnic, social, and cultural complexity in 

ways that conspired towards ease and certainty for the colonial elite. Through the 

perspective of Peninsular, criollo, and upper-class audiences, the casta genre presents a 

kaleidoscopic vision of New Spain. Consideration of viewers’ ambitions, fears, and 

desires is a critical site of meaning-making in another food-based representation of 

indigeneity staged more than two and a half centuries after Rodríguez Juárez painted 

Indios Otomies. 

 

The Burden Of “Happy” Multiculturalism  

In 1992, the Chicana artist Nao Bustamante performed Indigurrito at Theatre 

Artaud in San Francisco, California (Fig. 2.4). In a video recording of the event, a 

vixenish and nearly nude Bustamante approaches the front of the stage carrying a foil-

wrapped burrito on a tray. She asks the audience to think of the tortilla wrap as “the 

representation of the modern Indigenous peoples.”210 The artist then invites any white 

 
comprehend public reception, an issue complicated by the lack of documentation by the artists, patrons, or 
contemporary viewers of this portraiture.  
210 Nao Bustamante, Indigurrito, Hemispheric Institute video, 14:31, from a performance recorded at 
Theatre Artaud, San Francisco, CA, in May 1992, https://hemisphericinstitute.org/en/hidvl-collections 
/item/1290-nao-indigurrito.html. Bustamante performed Indigurrito more than once. In different iterations 
of the performance, the artist altered her appearance and monologue, and as expected, the crowds’ 
responses varied. According to Alicia Arrizón who attended a few versions of Indigurrito, Bustamante 
would occasionally end the show before completing the “ritual purification” of her volunteers. In her book 
Latina Performance: Traversing the Stage (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 1999), Arrizón 
describes one staging in which the artist stopped the performance to leave and get a drink with a volunteer; 
after exiting, Bustamante turned back and hurled the burrito into the crowd, splattering bystanders with its 
fillings (90–93). 
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man “who feels the guilt of the last 500 years” or anyone with an “inner white man” to 

report to the stage and take a bite of the burrito, which Bustamante promises will absolve 

them of their guilt.211 Although the audience members are off camera, the audio picks up 

their vocalizations. They sound responsive, cheering Bustamante as she comes on stage, 

chuckling at appropriate times during her monologue, and laughing and clapping at the 

interactive part of the performance. Seven audience members, all men except for a 

masculine-presenting woman who self-identifies as Hispanic, line up behind Bustamante 

on the stage and wait kneeling as she straps the burrito to her pelvis. Then, one by one, 

the volunteers shimmy over to her on their knees, utter their name into a microphone, and 

make a personalized statement before taking a mouthful of the wrap. As each person bites 

down, the members of the crowd repeat the line the artist coached them to say in unison: 

“a man” (not “amen”). After the last participant finishes the burrito, Bustamante thanks 

the volunteers for “taking the brunt of the guilt” and the audience for supporting the 

venue.212  

 

 
211 Ibid. 
212 Ibid. 
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Figure 2.4: Nao Bustamante, Indigurrito. 1992. Performance. Video still from Theatre Artaud in San 
Francisco, CA. 

 

 

Bustamante begins Indigurrito by explaining her performance is meant to yield to 

a certain expectation of non-white artists, implying that she will do so simply because it 

will help finance her art. Addressing the crowd before her in a calm, measured tone, she 

makes the opening statement: “I was told this year that any artist of color must complete 

a performance based on 500 years of oppression in order to get funded; so this is my 

version.”213 With this introduction, Bustamante conjures the specter of cultural 

institutions with the resources to underwrite artists’ careers. To curry the support of this 
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monied and powerful public, she declares the content of her performance will conform to 

their dictate. She then proceeds to give this audience what they “want,” which is to make 

amends for the sustained abuse of the Indigenous. However, from the beginning, it is 

clear Bustamante’s true intention is to mock and challenge this supposedly well-meaning 

viewer demand for decolonizing performance. Indigurrito exposes the presumption non-

white artists should heal the pain of the country’s past as yet another expression of a 

colonizing mentality.  

To demystify this institutional mission, Bustamante uses a variety of methods. In 

this performance, she embodies ethnic stereotypes, inverts various power relations—

colonist–native; man–woman; performer–audience—and invokes pleasures—humor, sex, 

and food—that undercut the gravity of the topic she feels compelled to broach on 

another’s terms. The most critical of her tactics is to instantiate the source of her patrons’ 

guilt—centuries of Indigenous oppression—as a vegetarian burrito. A portmanteau of 

Indigenous and burrito, the title of the performance stresses a tortilla-based food as a 

metonymy for the Indigenous—reminiscent of the association in Indios Otomies between 

the boy’s snack and his ethnicity. Bustamante (quite literally) caters to the interests of a 

dominant public, recalling historical conceptions of the casta artist as a channeler of his 

viewers’ sensibilities. Playing the (ig)noble savage, Bustamante satisfies the “needs” of 

her audience, but not on the lofty level of social justice or even high culture; she treats 

her viewers’ interests as desire, base appetites even. She serves affect—lust, mirth, 

hunger, guilt, atonement—through various expedients: her body, her sardonic wit, a 

promise of salvation, and the burrito between her legs.  
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In her preamble to Indigurrito, Bustamante makes a couple of oblique references 

to the state of the American art scene at the time. Compounding artists’ sense of 

institutional power was the tenuous fate of the National Endowment for the Arts. In 1989, 

Republican legislators and policymakers began loud machinations to defund federal 

support of artistic projects and, appealing to conservative constituents like the American 

Family Association, targeted specific artists whom they considered too radical for 

government aid. In light of the ensuing culture wars that dominated public debate in the 

succeeding decade, Bustamante’s comment about funding acquires a heightened sense of 

urgency.214 Furthermore, her mention of “500 years of oppression” connects to the 

quincentennial of Columbus’ arrival in the New World. Circulated by relentless media 

coverage, the rhetoric of the anniversary’s celebrations and counterdemonstrations 

hovered in the air.215  

The legacy of the colonial encounter and the widely publicized controversy 

ignited by its revival in the public imagination also mobilized two of Bustamante’s peers. 

In the same year as her staging of Indigurrito at Theatre Artaud, Guillermo Gómez-Peña, 

a Mexican-born Chicano, and Coco Fusco, a Cuban American, inaugurated their 

performance series, Two Undiscovered Amerindians Visit the West. Costumed as 

members of a fictional Indigenous group, the pair imprisoned themselves in a gilded cage 

for consecutive days, putting themselves up for display while exhibiting supposedly 

 
214 Alicia Arrizón, Latina Performance: Traversing the Stage (Bloomington, IN: Indiana University Press, 
1999), 95. Arrizón’s analysis reads Indigurrito partly through this lens of the 1990s’ culture wars, including 
the political debates over NEA funding. 
215 For a representative contemporary newspaper article that compiles the views and activities of the 
quincentennial’s most visible supporters and protestors, see Gary Abrams, “Sea of Troubles: Celebrations: 
The 500th Anniversary of Columbus’ Voyage Is Raising Waves of Controversy over Whether the Trip Was 
for Good or Ill,” Los Angeles Times, April 4, 1991, https://www.latimes.com/archives/la-xpm-1991-04-01 
-vw-1284-story.html. 
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typical “Guatinaui” behavior for attendees at museums, biennials, and festivals in the 

United States and abroad. Similar to Indigurrito and its sardonic resurrection of the 

Amerindian, Gómez-Peña and Fusco orchestrated a spectacle in which the artists played, 

in Fusco’s terms, the “ethno-freak in a grass skirt,” and showed as much intentional 

disregard for anthropological authenticity as Bustamante.216 Two Undiscovered 

Amerindians attracted plenty of eager attention: the exhibition in which it was featured, 

The Year of the White Bear, traveled to nine cities and five countries, and the tour did not 

wrap up until 1994.217 For cultural institutions and their patrons, the time was ripe for a 

reckoning with American history.  

Fusco has reflected at length on her career-defining Guatinaui performance; 

writing twenty years later, she zeroes in on its twofold meaning: “Our cage became the 

metaphor for our condition, linking the racism implicit in ethnographic paradigms of 

discovery with the exoticizing rhetoric of ‘world beat’ multiculturalism.”218 While Two 

Undiscovered Amerindians sought to trouble notions of Europeans’ “discovering” lands 

already inhabited by advanced civilizations, the artists also wanted to convey skepticism 

over unexamined, feel-good promotions of diversity that effectively flattened difference 

into one “authentic” primitive Other, in support of a racial hierarchy. Fusco locates her 

and Gómez-Peña’s public at “the limits of the ‘happy multi-culturalism’ that currently 

reigns in cultural institutions.”219 As institutional critique, Indigurrito shared the same 

target as Two Undiscovered Amerindians. Behind the bars of their gold cage, Gómez-

 
216 Coco Fusco, “Still in the Cage: Thoughts on ‘Two Undiscovered Amerindians,’ 20 Years Later,” in 
Beyond Critique: Contemporary Art in Theory, Practice, and Instruction, ed. Pamela Fraser and Roger 
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Peña and Fusco reenacted Indigenous oppression, while Bustamante (ostensibly) 

redressed it, but all three artists ironically yielded to various shades of white desire to 

engage the durability of colonial stereotypes.   

With her opening statement, Bustamante acknowledges the weight of her 

Brownness, especially pressing during a time of electric debate over Columbus’ landfall 

in the Western Hemisphere. She establishes that her art practice is circumscribed by her 

ethnicity. In the same period, Kobena Mercer addressed the restrictions on minoritarian 

artists in “Black Art and the Burden of Representation.” While this book chapter 

formulates Mercer’s response to criticisms of the Black arts scene in Britain, his analysis 

of the shortcomings of multicultural efforts has a broad relevance. Mercer diagnoses 

pressures on Black artists in the UK during the early 1990s, and his identification of a 

“sense of urgency” for these makers to focus on supporting marginalized groups pertains 

to Bustamante’s Indigurrito.220 Mercer explains as more people of color gain access to 

the right of representation and the means of cultural production, they are made to feel 

more obliged to exercise their “freedom of choice” as artists to represent the interests of 

their communities.221 He asserts: “The most important decision black artists have to make 

is about what kind of audience to address.”222 Under this “juridical model of rights and 

duties,” these cultural producers are under contract to tailor their practices not to a 

plurality, but rather, a uniform public and their non-aesthetic concerns.223 Furthermore, 

this “burden of representation” fabricates an impression of Black and Brown artists 

 
220 Kobena Mercer, “Black Art and the Burden of Representation,” in Welcome to the Jungle: New 
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exercising their agency, as it hides structural problems and allows systemic racism in 

cultural institutions to self-perpetuate. Mercer comes to the conclusion: “In such a 

political economy of racial representation where the part stands in for the whole, the 

visibility of a few token black public figures serves to legitimate, and reproduce, the 

invisibility, and lack of access to public discourse, of the community as a whole.”224  

Bustamante’s reference to funding precludes any interpretation that her freedom 

of choice as an artist will be accommodated, and her framing of Indigurrito could not be 

more blunt: the discursive apparatus of Indigenous oppression is not her own. She works 

within a set paradigm termed by Mercer as the “social responsibility of the artist.”225 

Bustamante concedes to making work contingent on her Mexican-American status, but 

not without clarifying she is submitting to conditions set by authorizers of cultural grants 

and stewards of creative platforms. Such a strategy for multiculturalism repeats a pattern 

of withholding self-determination from minorities. 

Bustamante spotlights a paved path to artistic support; to follow it, her work has 

to focus on oppression. This form of curation belongs to a greater trend of shifting the 

burden of racial inequity onto people of color. An example of a similar shuffling off of 

social obligation—followed by its terse refusal—appears in the anthology This Bridge 

Called My Back first published in 1981. One of the contributors, Barbara Cameron, a 

photographer and a member of the Standing Rock Nation in the Dakotas, recounts her 

rejecting a white lesbian’s request that Cameron, a Native American, respond to 

prejudicial comments made by another speaker at a rally. Cameron states her opinion in 

certain terms: “It is inappropriate for progressive or liberal white people to expect 
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warriors in brown armor to eradicate racism” (italics in original).226 What the white 

woman was essentially asking was: would Cameron defend her own right to racial 

equality? Requiring people of color to work alone to address their plight not only relieves 

dominant social groups of that responsibility; it tasks the Brown or Black person with 

justifying her humanity, a situation not much improved since Bartolomé de las Casas’ 

campaign of indigenist rights, when Mexica scribes had to prove, for a Spanish 

readership, they were not barbarians and lived in a civilized society.  

To better understand how Indigurrito engages bad-faith multiculturalism, it helps 

to return to casta imagery. As various deployments of reception theory have shown, it is 

productive to read this colonial portraiture less as a factual representation of life in New 

Spain and more as a mirror of the interests of the artists and their audience. Most 

historical analyses treat casta art like a barometer of the affective state of the paintings’ 

makers and viewers. Scholars like Katzew read in their depictions a concern for the 

unstable stratification of colonial society and an investment in difference as the basis for 

social exclusivity. In simplified terms, the sistema de castas and its related imagery 

intended to legitimate the superiority of the Peninsulares, criollos, and upper casta within 

a racial hierarchy. Likewise, the participants of Bustamante’s notional public occupy an 

elevated status with sway over cultural production, and her specification for volunteers, 

as well as the “a man” repeated as each person bites into her burrito, defines the same 

target audience.227 Indigurrito is for white men, or, more precisely, it is predicated on 

 
226 Barbara Cameron, “Gee, You Don’t Seem Like an Indian from the Reservation,” in This Bridge Called 
My Back, Fourth Edition: Writings by Radical Women of Color, ed. Cherríe Moraga and Gloria Anzaldúa 
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However, Indigurrito still illustrates what Michael Warner terms “the conundrum of the self-creating 
public” and corresponds to his observation that publics are formed by the reflexive circulation of discourse 
(53). For instance, it is impossible to determine what comes first: a demand for something like decolonial 
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white male guilt implicating the exclusive status of its viewership with the slavery and 

genocide committed by their forebears.  

Most reception theories of casta painting could as easily diagnose Bustamante’s 

audience; both publics are spaces of anxiety and desire related to colonialism, or its 

aftermath. For the projected public of Indigurrito, the anxiety stems from an uptick of 

counterpublic rhetoric concerning white privilege, like the international protests of 

Columbus Day; the overriding desire is to defend the legitimacy of those with a vested 

interest in securing the status quo through cultural intervention. The publics postulated by 

casta art and Indigurrito each constitute the noncommittal space of artistic representation 

for negotiating Otherness. Like New Spain in the eighteenth century, the place and time 

of Bustamante’s performance was thick with the presence of the Other, with the Brown 

and Black bodies invoked by diversity initiatives and quincentennial 

counterdemonstrations. 

 

The Spectacle Of Difference 

Within its ironic conceit, Indigurrito offers salvation for the white man at the 

brunt of a changing tide of public opinion. To enact his “ritual purification,” the artist 

accepts the burden of representing the “modern Indigenous,” whom she manifests with 

the materiality of her body and a food item with quasi-ethnic associations.228 Bustamante 

oversees the absolution of white male guilt by openly capitalizing on the Amerindian 

 
performance or the prevalence of this type of performance, since its prevalence is the basis for determining 
there is an interest in decolonizing art forms. As an ironic conceit, Bustamante’s opening statement 
presumes a demand for artistic content related to the centuries of Indigenous oppression, but while 
Indigurrito forms a response to existing discourse, it also feeds back into the circulation of decolonial 
discourse, generating further response and helping maintain the space for this public.  
228 Bustamante, Indigurrito.  
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portion of her mestiza identity. With her Brownness, her state of virtual undress, and her 

performance as a kind of art priestess, she sketches a vague, burlesque facsimile of 

indigeneity. Her eyes rimmed with kohl and her raven hair teased high, the artist, wearing 

nothing more than a mesh bra, a thong, bracelets, a choker, and a harness for the burrito, 

resembles a neo-primitive femme fatale—in at least one other iteration of Indigurrito, she 

also dons a headdress (Fig. 2.5), stressing a camp Native Americanness.  

 

Figure 2.5: Nao Bustamante, Indigurrito. Performance. 1991. The Women’s Building in San Francisco, 
CA. Photo credit: D. Oviedo. 

 

 

Bustamante brings to life the mother figure of Rodríguez Juárez’s painting Indios 

barbaros: the exotic, unclothed, and uncivilized counterpart to his Otomí matron, who 

appears modestly attired and assimilated into the colonial economy. The stereotype of the 
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promiscuous barbarian informs Bustamante’s self-characterization, recalling the disgust 

and infatuation with which colonists contemplated the sexual lives of Amerindians. New 

World accounts depicted native peoples as perverse creatures perilously driven by lust, 

but the artist takes ownership of her presentation as a sexual savage, making viewers 

aware she knows she is fodder for their erotic gaze. Before giving her opening statement, 

Bustamante turns to set the tray with the burrito down on the floor, bending over and 

exposing her bare buttocks to the crowd; then, recognizing her own objectification, she 

offhandedly comments: “That might’ve been the highlight of the next ten minutes.”229 

Bustamante has hyper-sexualized herself, but in her pro-domme apparel, she has 

not authenticated herself as a credible Indigenous person. Her interpretation of an Indian 

stereotype is wildly unfaithful. Gómez-Peña and Fusco also dialed up the inauthenticity 

of their Guatinaui personae, accessorizing themselves with anachronisms including 

sunglasses, a leopard-print bikini top, and a Mexican wrestling mask; equipping their 

cage with manufactured technology like a television and a laptop; and observing dubious 

native customs such as sewing voodoo dolls and dancing to rap music. In Two 

Undiscovered Amerindians and Indigurrito, the artists inhabit an exoticized and 

commercial notion of the native figure. A mash of commodified signifiers of primitivism, 

put through the blender of, as Fusco calls it, “‘world beat’ multiculturalism,” these 

performances refuse a credible presentation of Amerindian ethnography. The artists reject 

a demand for “something authentically and radically distinct” that would allow viewers 

to define themselves in differential terms.230 Parodying the educational and aesthetic 

veneer of curiosity in anthropological Otherness is the crux of these two performances, as 

 
229 Bustamante, Indigurrito. 
230 Fusco, “The Other History,” 154. 
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Fusco, Gómez-Peña, and Bustamante attempt an unmasking of this viewer interest to 

reveal it as an appetite for difference, and the linchpin of racial stratification.  

Fusco lumps mainstream cultural institutions, including certain artists, with the 

tourism industry because both thrive off feeding a Western fascination with the Other. 

Notorious for absorbing a superficial sense of the destinations they visit, tourists, instead 

of achieving cultural understanding, consume the exotic; moreover, their travel 

experience hangs on and even supports asymmetrical power relations.231 Equating the 

high-brow space of museums to tawdry entertainment attractions, Fusco identifies the 

dynamic underlying the whole enterprise of catering to an interest in aboriginal spectacle: 

“The central position of the white spectator, the objective of these events as a 

confirmation of their position as global consumers of exotic cultures, and the stress on 

authenticity as an aesthetic value, all remain fundamental to the spectacle of Otherness 

many continue to enjoy.”232 To expand on Fusco’s analysis, white audiences value 

authenticity, partly because, if they organize their self-perception according to their 

encounters with difference, they require those differences to have a genuine semblance in 

order for the viewers to validate their identity—and almost inevitably, their sense of 

superiority. As the preceding study of casta painting contends, what a body looks like, 

 
231 For a discussion of the tourist gaze, a concept introduced by John Urry in 1990 in the first version of The 
Tourist Gaze, see the most recent edition: John Urry and Jonas Larsen, The Tourist Gaze 3.0 (Los Angeles: 
SAGE Publications, 2011). Urry adapts Foucault’s idea of the medical gaze to the tourism industry to 
propose the vacation experience of Western societies is constructed to promote travelers’ sense of 
differentiation from their everyday lives, especially the paid work that consumes the rest of their time. In 
the blog post, “The Ugly Truth About Our Search for Authentic Travel,” writer Sam Woolf examines the 
dehumanizing effects of catering to travelers’ expectations of authenticity, a priority tied to competition 
among consumers to raise their status by obtaining extraordinary experiences. This demand for authentic 
interaction, Woolf explains, often manifests as a desire for a “human zoo,” which in its fulfillment 
transforms communities into travel destinations and objectifies members of local populations as bit players 
in a tourist attraction. See Sam Woolfe, “The Ugly Truth About Our Search for Authentic Travel,” Sam 
Woolfe (blog), January 16, 2020, https://www.samwoolfe.com/2020/01/the-ugly-truth-about-our-search 
-for-authentic-travel.html. 
232 Fusco, “The Other History,” 152. 
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wears, eats, and does communicates the identity of not only the person who inhabits the 

body, but also the readers of that body, as they locate affinity with or deviance from 

themselves. 

Two Undiscovered Amerindians was based on the centuries-long tradition of 

showcasing non-European cultures for the diversion of Western audiences. The printed 

program for The Year of the White Bear presents a chronology tracking the practice of 

human exhibition in Europe and North America. In an essay accompanying their 

timeline, Fusco and Gómez-Peña revise the genealogy of their craft, proposing the 

emergence of performative exhibition was coterminous with the first European seizures 

of plunder and people across the globe. Given this context, “perform” and “performance” 

insinuate a practice more consistent with exploitation: “Performance art in the West did 

not begin with Dadaist ‘events.’ Since the early days of the Spanish conquest, ‘aboriginal 

samples’ of people from Africa, Asia, and the Americas were brought to Europe for 

aesthetic contemplation, scientific analysis, and entertainment.”233 This history calls to 

mind analyses of casta painting that situate these racialized portraits of colonial subjects 

in the Kunstkabinett, the Enlightenment precursor to modern museums. 

Criticism of the Western cultural institution, as a well-established stage for the 

spectacle of Otherness, helps interpret the juxtaposition of Bustamante’s nod to arts 

funding with her charade of playing the native. Her consciously eroticized and 

inauthentic impersonation of indigeneity razzes the mandate spoken of in her opening 

statement, and her way of addressing this public contests the sincerity of its motives. As a 

critique of sponsored multiculturalism, Indigurrito replays the pastime of parading the 

 
233 Ibid., 146. Fusco reprints the exhibition program for The Year of the White Bear on pages 146 and 147. 
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Indigenous Other for the visual consumption of a white public and shares certain key 

tactics of Two Undiscovered Amerindians: cook up an overtly sham ethnography and 

summon all the lurid novelty of a world’s fair exhibit with human props, or, given 

Bustamante’s inclusion of simulated fellatio, a live sex show. While Fusco and Gómez-

Peña encouraged audience interaction, such as letting viewers feed them bananas through 

their cage, Indigurrito converts the institutional mode of decolonial performance into a 

platform where a white male public can physically consume the modern Indigenous.  

An inversion of the aboriginal spectacle, the live presentation of Indigurrito 

refuses viewers the privilege of passively beholding the satiation of their desires. For the 

performance to be fully realized, at least a few of the attendees must drop the pretense of 

objectivity and close the distance between the positions of observer and observed. 

Bustamante’s ritual requires material avatars of her theoretical public, people with the 

capacity to say their name and chew on her burrito. She thus merges the spectral “guilty,” 

white male viewership of her monologue—the one she infers from the burden of 

representation placed on artists of color—with the live audience before her. The laughing, 

applauding presence in the theatre is divided into two groups: the volunteers who report 

to the stage and those who witness and consecrate their absolution with an “a man.” 

Renouncing their exclusivity, the former absconds (temporarily) from their position as 

disembodied viewers to occupy the same space and time as the Indigenous. For 

clarification, Bustamante stipulates her ritual’s guidelines:  

What I would like you all to do in order to participate, because we all 

know it’s very important to participate in order for a ritual to actually 

work, is when his teeth actually bite down on the burrito, I would like 
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for each person to say “a man,” not “amen,” but “a man,” and think of 

somebody who you believe needs to be absolved for 500 years of 

oppression, so he can just move on.234 

The viewers’ involvement, especially agreeing to line up and take a bite or not, is the 

grounds on which the performance succeeds or fails.  

 

The Dissonance Of Mixing Pleasure With Politics 

The vocabulary of Indigurrito is the encoded body and behavior of the subaltern 

and the colonizer. In The Practice of Everyday Life, Mayol states that the body “is a 

blackboard on which is written—and thus rendered legible—the respect for codes, or the 

deviation from them, in relation to the system of behaviors.”235 The philosopher Richard 

Shusterman agrees “the commonality and difference of our bodies are deeply laden with 

social meaning.”236 Casta art, for example, is a uniquely fleshed-out schema for mapping 

significance onto individuals, according to perceptions of this genre as a material and 

performative construction of race, and the paintings’ subjects as semaphores for 

socioracial identity. The signifying capacity of the human form and its comportment also 

constitutes Bustamante’s artistic repertoire. Indigurrito embodies the defining 

experiences of two colonial stereotypes: the artist and her burrito stand for the Indigenous 

and their oppression; her participants represent white men and their guilt. For her part, 

Bustamante balls an Amerindian priestess and a mestiza dominatrix into one character, 

evoking the difference of the Indigenous body with the Otherness of her Latina body and 

 
234 Bustamante, Indigurrito. 
235 de Certeau, Giard, and Mayol, The Practice of Everyday Life, 16. 
236 Richard Shusterman, “Thinking through the Body, Educating for the Humanities: A Plea for 
Somaesthetics,” Journal of Aesthetic Education 40, no. 1 (2006): 4. 
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fitting these subjectivities—female, Brown, native—into the figure of the sexual 

dominant. While Bustamante plays primitive sex object-cum-mistress, she double-casts 

her participants, recognizing them as white men saddled with guilt and then inviting them 

to abandon their privilege to play at being the subaltern. She directs her volunteers to re-

enact indigeneity in various ways. By joining her on stage, they are a part of the 

aboriginal spectacle. Being made to kneel, they assume a posture symbolic of 

subservience. Partaking of an “ethnic” food, they become the body of the native. 

Bustamante’s performance parodies institutional multiculturalism by treating its 

demands on artists of color like carnal desire. The symbolism in Indigurrito converts 

racial identity into gender and sexual orientation—Brown is to heterosexual woman what 

white is to heterosexual man—and the ritual alchemizes colonial oppression into an erotic 

relationship of dominance and submission. The artist handles the colonialist legacy like 

an erogenous encounter among consenting adults. Simulating both an erotic fantasy and a 

brute fact of imperial domination, the participants roleplay the submissive in 

Bustamante’s metaphorical and material equivalence between two hierarchies: colonial 

and sexual. The white man is cleansed by occupying the bottom position of the 

Amerindian, who in turn, via Bustamante’s character, becomes the top. To administer the 

purifying rites for her white male public, she straps on the burrito, which functions as a 

kind of communion as well as a token of masculine potency and colonial phallocentrism. 

Simultaneously, her participants surrender their power. On their knees, facing her groin 

and taking mouthfuls of the tortilla wrap, the recipients pretend to perform oral sex. 

Subordinating themselves in this way, these representatives of white male guilt receive 

absolution.  
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In her appeal to the salacious yearnings of her public, Bustamante initiates a ritual 

whose eroticism does not follow bourgeois standards of sexual discipline. Unlike the 

heteronormative, reproductive monogamy featured in casta art, for example, Indigurrito 

confuses the sexual roles of colonial stereotypes, simulates non-procreative fellatio, and 

chooses her ersatz sex partners at random (so long as they are white men, have an “inner 

white man,” or are “anyone who is hungry”237). Her performance flashes marquee lights 

around where the coloniality of power permeates gender and sexuality. In sating curiosity 

over intimate contact with an exotic figure, Indigurrito suggests a spoof of the colonial 

romance, a popular genre of the early modern era and an example from art and literature 

that perhaps best reveals the correlations between imperialism and sex. According to an 

article by Earle in which she compares the original reception of casta portraiture to the 

musings aroused by eighteenth-century romantic novels, entertaining fantasies of 

interracial sex in far-flung outposts of the European empire was a luxury afforded by 

territorial expansion, as colonial powers managed local populations, whose sexual 

behavior became “a topic of persistent, and pleasurable, imaginative speculation.”238 

Earle explains this industry of literary and illustrative forms insisted on the differences of 

the colonized, allowing Europeans to project themselves into foreign spaces without 

risking losses to their own identity.239 In a subversion of the colonial romance, 

Bustamante blurs both her participants’ and her viewers’ sense of self through intercourse 

with the Indigenous.  

 
237 Bustamante, Indigurrito. 
238 Earle, “The Pleasures of Taxonomy,” 463–64, 461. 
239 Ibid., 461.  
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The wryness of Indigurrito foils the colonial romance and its sentimentalism, 

which in the context of imperial history, Earle defines as “a mode of negotiating and 

taming the unsettling forces unleashed by colonialism.”240 Earle categorizes the fictive 

narratives in casta art as sentimental for the ways in which they register a spectrum of 

emotional responses to the conundrum of governing a physically expansive, culturally 

diverse territory. Although this imagery belies an urge to exoticize, to excite the curiosity 

of its viewers, to highlight difference to shore up their sense of superiority, it also 

normalizes the alien for practical purposes, giving viewers certainty, a feeling of control 

over the daily functions of the colony and their place within it. While casta art renders 

socioracial differentiation, its imagery presumes a degree of universal sentiment 

surrounding romantic and familial love. In the example of Indios Otomies, Rodríguez 

Juárez loads his subjects with various Indigenous markers, but this glimpse of their life 

also appeals to shared sensibilities, including the hassle of persuading an obstinate child 

to eat, and relates to viewers on an affective level, prompting a sentiment akin to: 

“Children can be like that!” A scholar of eighteenth-century fiction, Lynn Festa describes 

sentimentalism as “a conditional absorption that preserves differences between parties,” a 

mode of identifying with another, but without miring oneself too deeply in the object of 

one’s attention.241 In colonial Mexico, sentimentality as the means of representing non-

Europeans likely served the outward-looking self-interests of the casta artist’s audience, 

whose reception has been theorized, for example, as a proto-nationalist consolidation of 

local culture, or a sense of paternalism for an infantilized labor force.  

 
240 Ibid., 461–62. 
241 Lynn Festa, Sentimental Figures of Empire in Eighteenth-Century Britain and France (Baltimore: John 
Hopkins University Press, 2006), 56. 
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While Indigurrito mocks the abiding Western interest in spectacles of Otherness, 

the anti-sentimentalism of the performance also repels certain centralizing pressures, 

which for minoritarian groups could mean culturally homogenizing themselves or 

glossing over the pain of their past to assimilate. Bustamante’s ritual deflects the 

takeaway “we are all one,” and she illustrates the silliness of such an idea by manifesting 

it in the flesh. Symbolically coalescing the oppressor and the oppressed through intimate 

communion with a sacramental burrito and declaring “the sins of the last 500 years” 

absolved is, of course, ridiculous.242 Bustamante meets the public demand for decolonial 

performance with absurdity, and her flippant humor diffuses the seriousness of her 

assigned topic: represent a history as monolithic as half a millennium of white 

domination of the Western Hemisphere. Bustamante unleashes a heretic into the arena of 

cultural politics—pleasure, of the body, of intimacy, of food, and of laughter.  

Far too much levity prevails in Indigurrito if it is judged by the criterion of 

gravity accorded to socially-conscious art. With its unserious tenor, Bustamante’s 

performance participates in the kind of “analytical adventure” that Mercer fears is stunted 

when artistic content deals with issues of identity and racial representation.243 In his 

exposition of his idea of the burden of representation, Mercer believes cultural production 

by artists of color comes preloaded with a priori “‘heavy’ philosophical questions,” 

whose “metaphysical weight” are likely to crush the aesthetic dimensions of a work of art 

to leverage its political relevance.244 In his example, since Black artists in Britain are 

expected to critically decenter a Eurocentric narrative of modernity, their art is meant to 

 
242 Bustamante, Indigurrito. 
243 Mercer, “Black Art and the Burden of Representation,” 246. 
244 Ibid. 
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have “a once-and-for-all-time quality,” to offer the last word on their communities’ 

existential position, to reduce the historical experience of the Black diaspora to a 

unilateral statement.245  

Demonstrating how responses to minoritarian art default to seriousness, 

Indigurrito invites readings that tend to overlook or even discount its wit. For instance, in 

the catalog for the 2008 group exhibition Arte [No Es] Vida, Deborah Cullen, rather than 

recognize Bustamante’s satire as a critical tactic, separates the farce of her performance 

from its subversion: “Although hilarious, (she utilized a vegetarian burrito so as not to not 

offend), this work is effective insofar as it shifts the normative balances through its 

excess of nude flesh, sexual innuendo, and submissive white men (italics mine).”246 

Cullen suggests the hilarity of the ritual qualifies Bustamante’s efforts to upend 

normativity, and her analysis prioritizes the use of the artist’s body and sexuality, 

ascribing the “discomfort” of the performance to Bustamante’s “gentle and vulnerable 

presence.”247 However, Cullen’s assessment conflicts with the drollery of Indigurrito 

and, judging by the filmed performance at Theatre Artaud, its revelry. Neither the 

attendees in the seats nor the volunteers on stage sound or appear as though they are 

uncomfortable; the overall tone is a willingness to play and gamely take up the artist’s 

request. José Esteban Muñoz also minimizes the humor of Indigurrito and, based on this 

performance and other projects, paints Bustamante’s artistic personae as abject, like the 

title character in Franz Kafka’s story, “A Hunger Artist.” While Muñoz acknowledges the 

 
245 Ibid. 
246 Deborah Cullen, “Points East, West, and South: Actions in New York, California, and Puerto Rico,” 
Museo del Barrio, Arte [No Es] Vida: Actions by Artists of the Americas 1960-2000, ed. Deborah Cullen 
(New York: El Museo Del Barrio, 2008), 76. 
247 Ibid. 
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role of comedy in Indigurrito, his reading emphasizes her being vulnerable to the 

negative affect of others’ relations to race and sex: “The white men on stage are 

absolving their own burden of guilt in the comical ritual but the artist is also making her 

bad feelings available, prone and vulnerable.”248  

Reflecting on her peer and Indigurrito specifically, Fusco clocks the snark others 

are quick to pass over: “Her irreverence towards Mexican indigenism was a breath of 

fresh air in an arts milieu mired with New Age goddess worship and sappy tales of 

Mesoamerican grandmothers grinding corn to make tortillas.”249 Bustamante’s irreverent 

rehearsal of indigeneity is not positive-making heritage work; nor does she ground her 

performance in any ethnographic actuality or empirical account of the Indigenous. 

Indigurrito issues from a white fantasy of the Amerindian and refracts Brown peoples as 

they appear in the colonizing gaze, with the performance stretching their characterization 

as an exoticized and eroticized breed. In line with her facetious self-styling and 

improvised ritualism, Bustamante’s choice of a burrito as her prime symbol of the 

modern Indigenous taunts expectations of how native culture should be represented.  

 

The Burrito, An Impossible Symbol Of Decoloniality 

The burrito is not pre-Columbian; nor is it commonly consumed in Mexico. 

Pilcher considers the burrito to be “global Mexican,” or cuisine evocative of Mexico but 

rarely found within the country’s borders.250 Vaguely associated with the Southwest 

 
248 José Esteban Muñoz, “The Vulnerability Artist: Nao Bustamante And the Sad Beauty of Reparation,” 
Women & Performance: A Journal of Feminist Theory 16, no. 2 (July 1, 2006): 196. 
249 Coco Fusco, “Nao Bustamente [sic],” BOMB Magazine, October 1, 1996, 
https://bombmagazine.org/articles /nao-bustamente-1/. 
250 Pilcher, Planet Taco, 46.  
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United States, the burrito varies regionally, and the girthy, foil-wrapped, Cali-Mex 

version used in Bustamante’s ceremony is the Mission-style, named after the San 

Francisco district.251 A burrito, if anything, represents coloniality, not indigeneity, and is 

a calorific encapsulation of the imperial past. A tubular construction mainly filled with 

the Afro-Caribbean combination of beans and rice, the burrito is wrapped in a tortilla 

generally made of flour, not maize.252 Following the European introduction of wheat in 

the Americas, the flour tortilla became a norteña staple in the north Mexican borderlands 

some time during the late colonial period.253 The social significance of wheat figures 

prominently in the historical and economic formations of Spanish colonialism in North 

America. According to John C. Super’s nutritional history of early New Spain, a staunch 

preference for two foods dictated colonial development, guiding the Spanish to settle 

wherever they were able to produce what they most craved—wheat and meat.254 Despite 

the costs and challenges of cultivating their grain of choice in the New World, colonists 

ardently pursued this form of agriculture owing to the importance of bread in European 

culture, while they considered maize animal fodder or a lesser alternative for their own 

diets in times of scarcity.255  

There is a brazen disjunction between the indigeneity with which Bustamante 

imbues the burrito and its complicated history. The cultural, chronologic, and geographic 

heterogeneity of this food item deflects answers to the Who, When, and Where of its 

origins. A far cry from the purity associated with native culture, the burrito is more 

 
251 Ibid. 
252 Ibid. 
253 Ibid., 74.   
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demonstrative of mestizaje, but not “mestizaje” meaning a harmonious blending of 

culinary cultures, rather this tortilla wrap is a result of the global displacements and 

transplantations that clicked into gear when Europeans began occupying the Americas. 

The flour tortilla, for instance, is an outcome of both the Spanish conceding to local 

practicalities despite their aversion to native foods, and Mesoamerican tradition adapting 

to new food economies that led to sweeping transformations of the physical and social 

terrain. These cultural syncretisms, appropriations, and elisions continued past the end of 

colonial rule and on into the twentieth century, as the burrito became mainstream middle-

American grub, and the flour tortilla grew in popularity in North America as an 

alternative “bread.” A consolidation of cheap, energy-dense starches—wheat, beans, and 

rice—the burrito is an update to the rolled-up tortilla in Indios Otomies and its resolving 

the parents’ need to feed their son and be at market on time. Time as capital secures the 

popularity of meals that can be bought for little and consumed on the go. The flavors of 

capitalist efficiency, the tortilla wrap and other fast foods optimize productivity; 

oversized portions in a portable form accommodate short breaks in a labor-intensive 

schedule. A calorie bomb and a ready-to-take-away meal, the burrito accelerates the 

process of eating, eliminating ceremony and promoting consumption. Selecting a novelty 

food so emblematic of colonial preference and capitalist utility as the item to represent 

the Indigenous is an obvious provocation. Carried out on a tray and strapped to 

Bustamante’s groin, the tortilla wrap serves a palatable, grab-and-go multiculturalism.  

Bustamante’s conflation of a burrito with indigeneity is the fulcrum of her “ritual 

purification.”256 Imbibing the wrap finalizes the absolution of white male guilt; it is the 
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climax, the last rite necessary for reversing Indigenous oppression. As the representatives 

of white men fellate an Amerindian proxy, and erotic capitulation is transmogrified into a 

surrender of colonial power, taking “native” sustenance serves as another form of 

atonement. Recalling my reception theory of the tortilla in Indios Otomies, Indigurrito 

also professes the mutability of the human constitution and the formative potential of 

foods to determine physical and moral character. According to the implicit rationale of 

Rodríguez Juárez’s portrait and Bustamante’s performance, native fare, along with 

genealogy, is a kernel of Indigenous identity. Following this essentialist reasoning, the 

volunteers’ consumption of the burrito compromises and thus acquits whiteness through a 

corporal absorption of Brownness. In her multicultural mash of faith healing and Native 

American spirituality, Bustamante also appropriates the Eucharist, replacing the body of 

Christ with the Amerindian, the sacramental wafer with a burrito, while dovetailing the 

cannibalism associated with Catholic mass and alleged Indian barbarity. Ingesting the 

tortilla wrap insinuates a transmission of the Indigenous body into the essence of the 

white man, a mock communion in which two historical adversaries become materially 

bound. More blasphemy than purification, however, this ritual has the participants 

simultaneously fellate and gobble the foil-wrapped sacrament. On their knees, these 

representatives of white male guilt receive not grace, but a mouthful of burrito, an 

irreverent symbol at many removes from Mesoamerica.    

By mingling whiteness and Brownness, Bustamante’s ritual defies the bodily and 

sensory disciplining of casta portraiture and its directives, including how to dress and 

behave, what to eat and drink, and whom to desire and mate with, dictating the lifestyle 

choices that would help secure status and agency in the porous sociopolitical order of the 
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colony.257 If casta painting encodes skin tone, behavior, milieu, clothing, and food within 

a hierarchical typology, thereby crafting a socioracial aesthetics, Indigurrito commits 

“bad” taste, “bad” meaning anti-colonial. Bustamante inverts and flips the messaging in 

casta art and its instruction regarding colonial subjects of a darker complexion: avoid 

their bodies, refuse their food, and thus dodge their inferiority. Doing the contrary—

consorting with the Indigenous, or in this case, indulging in sexual and gustatory pleasure 

with their tortilla-wrapped effigy—follows a kind of absurd logic. Bustamante’s ritual 

operates under the proposition: if colonialists scorned mating with and eating like los 

indios, then mating with and eating like los indios is decolonial—but, again, this is just 

the premise of the satiric bit at the core of her performance.   

Ingesting the Indigurrito will absolve the white man of his guilt, proclaims 

Bustamante, whose ceremonial cleansing transubstantiates the Indigenous for her 

participants’ consumption. Before her first volunteer takes a bite, she promises the 

ecstasy of deliverance: “I just want to encourage you to feel the healing rush that’s going 

to surge through your body as you take the guilt for all those people who were too much 

of a coward to come up on stage for you.”258 Indigurrito surmises its public, those who 

sponsor decolonial performance, want exculpation, not justice, and treats their mandate 

like a bodily craving, satisfying this desire, while discrediting its sincerity in the process. 

The artist recognizes a deflection of duty, a cowardice underlying the expectations of 

artists of color to heal the wounds of America’s history. Since she interprets her public’s 

demand as colonialism in another guise, her performance responds in kind by reifying 

colonial desires. She intuits that cultural institutions see her Brownness as her debt and 

 
257 Earle, “The Pleasures of Taxonomy,” 436. 
258 Bustamante, Indigurrito. 
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will fund her practice only if she circumscribes her artistic freedom to officiate a 

cleansing of white guilt. Indigurrito implies past atrocities do not concern its public so 

much as their forgiveness, which will allow its members to regain their certainty and 

sense of entitlement and move past guilt without making amends.  

Is Indigurrito decolonial, meaning does it do more than negate the colonialist 

legacy? In her book-length study of Latina theatre and performance art, Alicia Arrizón 

determines this project, particularly Bustamante’s subversion of the “cultural 

depreciation” of the female subject and “the gendered body,” is constitutive of 

decolonization, a process Arrizón broadly conceives because “everyone is subject to and 

colonized by patriarchal order.” 259 I disagree: Bustamante does not decolonize so much 

as she satirizes a decolonial turn in contemporary American art. In this performance, her 

interactive theatrics are anti-colonial, since she calls out arts funding with strings tied to a 

single facet of non-white artists: skin color or last name. “Ethical and political violence” 

inheres in one person speaking for others, Mercer explains, and an individual 

representation of a minoritarian group duplicates notions the community is “a 

homogenous, monolithic or singular entity defined by race and nothing but race.”260 

Indigurrito is a mocking refusal to speak for the Indigenous to whom the artist is just 

about as far removed as her volunteers, indicated by a symbol of the hybridity she herself 

represents as a twentieth-century Chicana. From a multiculturalism that seeks to pacify, 

this performance infers traces of colonial longing, the enduring fantasy of settler 

entitlement. A work of comic irony because it declares a commodity item to be the 

Indigenous when the heterogeneous origins of the tortilla wrap suggest otherwise, 

 
259 Arrizón, Latina Performance, 94.  
260 Mercer, “Black Art and the Burden of Representation,” 250.  
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Indigurrito stops short of the positive recuperation required of decolonizing processes. 

Cultural production and “magical practices” do not equate substantive justice in tangible 

forms such as reparation, repatriation, and land reclamation.261 Bustamante’s burrito act 

signals the futility of decolonization prescribed by white cultural institutions whose 

essentializing curatorial approach obscures the contextual, contingent, and paradoxical 

life circumstances of art making.  

 

Conclusion 

The casta genre offers a conspicuous example of the construction of what Kency 

Cornejo calls the “coloniality of seeing.”262 Applying the dramatized naturalism and 

hagiographic tradition of the Baroque, casta artists enabled their audience to mentally 

compartmentalize the demography of the viceroyalty and appropriate a foreign space 

inhospitable to their desire for a clearly defined pecking order. A way to intellectually 

organize New Spain’s ethnic diversity, casta painting addresses a cultural dissonance by 

inscribing social codes onto colonial bodies. “With a view to understanding a little better 

the great unknown,”263 this imagery draws a line of continuity between the private space 

of the elite to the public space of miscegenation and indigeneity. In the early eighteenth-

century portrait Indios Otomies by Rodríguez Juárez, the tortilla rolled up in the boy’s fist 

indicates more than the Otomí family’s bottommost status in the sistema de castas. Based 

on the prevalence of humoral science, contemporary readings likely connected the child’s 

 
261 Frantz Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth, trans. Richard Philcox, (New York: Grove Press, 2008), 36. 
The full quote is: “Decolonization, which sets out to change the order of the world, is, obviously, a program 
of complete disorder. But it cannot come as a result of magical practices, nor of a natural shock, nor of a 
friendly understanding.”  
262 Cornejo, “Visual Disobedience,” 92. 
263 de Certeau, Giard, and Mayol, The Practice of Everyday Life, 9. 
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food to his essence as an indio, which is a reason that the audience for casta art avoided 

native fare, to preserve their European character and thus enjoy power and privilege.  

In her 1992 performance Indigurrito, Bustamante manifests colonial stereotypes, 

over-committing to and pursuing their essentialist logic to a ridiculous conclusion, 

thereby subverting settler entitlement. The artist’s ritual contrives a supposed resolution 

to “500 years of oppression” by queering the normative roles of herself as the Brown 

woman and her volunteers for white male guilt. Using the signifiers of her body, her 

participants, and the symbolic actions of her “ritual purification,” Bustamante achieves 

various conversions: the observer becomes the observed, white becomes Brown, the 

dominant becomes subordinate, and feminine becomes masculine. Similar to the flatbread 

in Indios Otomies, the tortilla wrap functions as a metonymy for the Indigenous, but its 

use as an “authentic” symbol of indigeneity is dubious, as it reverts to a mass-produced 

meal, packaged for cultural tourists, who are offered a staged encounter with a live 

“primitive” specimen. The overt inauthenticity of Indigurrito confirms the artist is 

insincere in her claim that she will perform a decolonial act for the sake of institutional 

multiculturalism. 
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Conclusion 

 

In this thesis, the staple food of Mesoamerica features in a pair of comparison 

studies each containing two representations, one from colonial Mexico and another from 

the contemporary Southwest US. In the four selected representations, the inextricable 

association of the tortilla with indigeneity signifies a sense of belonging for some, an 

inferior difference for others, and, for one artist, ethnicity as a burden. In the Codex 

Mendoza of the sixteenth century and the collage Citlali: Hechando Tortillas y Cortando 

Nopales en Outer Space by Debora Kuetzpal Vasquez, the practice of making tortillas 

consecrates space as home for the image makers, who confront the potential loss of their 

culture to the emerging or ongoing forces of colonialism. Mediated by Spain’s New 

World interventions, the codex features this food production in a presentation of Mexica 

society by artist scribes working within the framework of a colonial leadership 

equivocating over their fate. In her Chicanofuturist scenario, Vasquez reenacts this 

foodway in a selective citation of Indigenous tradition that expresses her Xicanx 

feminism as well as her concern for the physical health of her community. While the 

codex blends Mexica and European discursive modes to imagine Amerindian society as a 

compatible graft onto the colonial project, Vasquez’s picture factors Mesoamerican 

culture into an emerging techno-organic heterogeneity. The eighteenth-century casta 

painting, Indios Otomies que van a la feria by Juan Rodríguez Juárez, and the 1992 

performance of Indigurrito by Nao Bustamante each equate the tortilla with indigeneity, 

reflecting an abiding physical conflation of the staple with its Amerindian consumers. 

Indios Otomies is of a genre in which portraits of colonial subjects encoded the socio-
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racial categories of the caste system of New Spain. In this painting, the tortilla functions 

as a marker of los indios, the lowest class whose members’ subjugation and assimilation 

as workers sustained the imperial economy. Through live performance and the actual 

consumption of a tortilla wrap, Indigurrito activates stereotypes to expose colonial desire 

in institutionalized multicultural initiatives.  

In all four selections, the tortilla represents indigeneity, but the implications of 

this association vary according to the artists’ relationship to coloniality. This thread of the 

study formulates a response to the question: Can cultural practices help to decolonize, 

and if so, what constitute a decolonial aesthetics? These questions are prompted by the 

increasing frequency with which teachers, activists, scholars, and artists invoke 

decolonization in all its word forms to signal recognition of the need for systemic change. 

The prolific use of this term suggests an alliance of various forms of activism to promote 

civil rights and social justice. In its ideal form, the decolonial project opposes reform, 

which often appears in the guise of multiculturalism and other social equity initiatives 

sanctioned within state and elite institutions. However, as decolonial scholars remind us, 

this Indigenous critique has the material goal of recognizing Amerindian sovereignty and 

returning stolen lands. The affiliation of art with institutional support provokes a 

skepticism that multicultural practices can solve the foundational problems of societies 

and epistemologies authored by settler entitlement. By representing diversity on a surface 

level, the low-stakes sphere of cultural production often appears sympathetic to the 

continuance of the globalizing impetus of modernity. However, if culture constructs a 

way of seeing that serves colonialist desire, assigns meaning to promote interests, and 

attunes our senses to prefer and repel out of self-exaltation, then it is possible and 
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necessary for cultural workers to contribute to the project of decolonization. The criteria 

of a decolonial project include: a tangible correlation to current Indigenous movements; 

corresponding efforts to restore and recuperate land, life, and culture: and, when 

applicable, an acknowledgement of the maker’s settler status. 
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